


• IDeII ell b lb. The pjauter PIOO is,a true dry
carbide hob bing machine. The horlzontal work
spindle facilitates chip removal; and a work area
completelyenclosed in a stainless steel shroud
directs chips downward and completely away
from Ute work area There's simply no place for
"hot" chips to accumulate in a dry operation-
the PIOO [5 thermally stable!

• flexlblntv hlrlbe 1IIbre,,, Wet or dry carbide
or H55....soft or hard gear finishing almost
anything's possible within PIOO's remarkable
performance range:
• Hob/tool speed range: 200'-4,OOO.RPM
• Workpiece/worktable max. RPM: 3,000
• Max. Diametml Pitch: 10
The Pfauter PIOO's unique direct drive hob
and work spindle design makes it posslhle-«
and afforda~ble~

• Easy: to own and operate. Low cost, compact
footprint (only 2.3 cu. M), and 2 sec. auto load
system are a few more reasons to buy the PlOD.
Call American Pfauter today at (815) 282:3000.

Introducl'ng'· ~el're,ollullonarv
new PlOD Ho;rlzon!la,1 S,p.lndle,
Direc:1 Drive Hobblng _achlln:e.

ellor dlY~carbilde or HSS'I'II
Ino maner Ibo--- VOU Icul il"
,aulolmollv I sun Igear I and
p!lnCons I'nd hlg'h:-pr,oducUon

po--~er 1001
ge·ars nle"ar
had il S'OI
Igoo,dl.,

·Tfle·entire work .area'
is enclosed in a
stainiess steel shroud
(yellow) that prevenB
hot chips !rom occu-
mulating and directs
them downward Into
a chip conveyor:
Horizontal orientation
of work spindle (red)
.helps facilitate
chip remOIl<lL

CM!CItGO - SEPTEl.!i>EIU • H, '1l1li8

SEE. US AT
BOOTIH 18,1"'967

1351 Willdsor Road
Loves Park,IL61132-2698 U.S.A.
CIRCLE 10·1 on, READER SERV,ICE CA_RD

Phone: 815·282-3000
Telefax; 815-282-3075





Continuous
Sound Perfonnance.

There's only one way to ensure that the
gears you produce win always deliver
superior and quiet performance ...Make sure
they're bred from quality stock.

Dura-Bar" continuous-cast gray and ductile
iron performs like free-machining steel with an
important added bonus - quieter operation.

Like steel, Dura-Bar can be austernpered,
through-hardened, flame-hardened, or
induction-hardened for added wear resistance ..
But the superior vibration-dampening characteristics
of Dura-Bar make for quieter running gears. And
Dura-Bar is 10% lighter than steel

Dura-Bar round bars are available in diameters ranging from 5/811 to 20" and lengths of
6-201

, So you won't need to make major changes in your machining equipment. And our
extensive inventory means Dura-Bar is available now - when you need it.

When it's quality material, quiet performance, and quick delivery that count, look to
continuous-cast Dura-Bar for your gear production needs.

DURA-BAR®
1-800-227-6455 • 815-338-1549 (FAX)· 2100 West Lake Shore Drive, Woodstock, IL 60098-7497
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Moore has been designing and producing
high qualify, reliable gaging systems for
more than 50 years.
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Moores U.S. operations provides over
1,000 employees and a 375,000 sq. ft.
manufacturing facility, full engineering
services, plus-additional operafions -
worldwide.
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Moores Gaging Division drcrwson the
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Moore Products Co., Instruments and
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and software for process confrol.
MOORf'. Size
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Moore Pmc1uds Co., Gaging Division
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OUf family of
gear machines

shares, a name- and a whole
lot more.

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1 meter diameter.

Get high precision gears Cut gears up to 450 mm
-up to 1meter-with fast,with simple set up
our gear hobbers-fast. and conversational

programming on our
gear shavers.

Our highly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most complete family of gear cutting machines
share Mitsubishi machine construction, Mitsubishi
software, and common controls. For the fastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears,
contact your Mitsubishi representative today.

~IMTS96

SE'E US AT
IBOOTH #D2~4254 T'h" -" - ',MliTSUBISHII. IS IS ....... ~ .MACH.NII: TIC·CL-S,

MHI Machine Tool U.S.A., Inc.
907 W. Irving Park Road. Itasca, IL 60143-2023
Phone: (708) 860-4222· FAX: (708) 860-4233
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ou've been reading about it, talking about it, maybe even trying it. Gear
Technology has jumped aboardit feet firstand begun a voyage on the World

Wide Web. Beginning willi, chi issue, an electronic version of the magazine will

be online. For those of us who still find the fax machine amazing technology, '!his
is a great leap.

Because the World Wide Web and the Internet are part of a paradigm shift that

may (win?), change the way we all do bu iness. our Web site will be more than just a

magazine. We have placed it in th context of thelarger gear and power transmission

indu trie . Our opening page links to the magazine. of course, but win open doors to

far more. We have provided an Internes Buyers Guide to the gear industry, featuring

gear machinery, equipment, tooling. acce ories.: ervices, gears and power uansmis-
. ion products. We arealso providing link to the web pages of a. [lumber of imponanl

technical ocieties and other useful reference organizations.

Thi path i open in two directions. An reader you can find inferrnationabout the

products and en-ices you need online. As omeone who wants to know how the Web

can bene.fit your company. you will have the opportunity through our site to explore

what this medium can do. We will be offering way for your company to explere the

advantage of adverti ing and di playing informaticn on the Web at a very low cot.

You can "rem pace" on our ite and. eventually. hould you want to, create a link from

geaneclmo[ogy.com to your company' OWIl Web page .

The virtua] Gear Technology wilW make thing simpler and faster for you. One or

two mouse clicks will take you right to important parts of the magazine. We have

abstracts of cureent articles, previews of coming features, a current technical, calendar,

the complete text of our popular Addendum page and. perhaps most important, way

for you to reach u directly via computer. You can ubcribe, get back is ue .check a

complete article index and e-mail our staff directly from our site,

This is only the beginning. Like mo t everyone else all the Web, we're learning how

to use this resource. As time goe all, and as you provide us wi.th input. about what

information you need and want on the 'site. we will be fine-tuning it As the teehnolo-

gy improve (an, hourly phenomenon in Web Country), we'll be upgrading too. We

wanl geanecll1lology.com to be useful, informative, and fun=-one of '!he site you list

in your "favorite place" file onthe Net.

For this 10 happen, we need your input. lnteractivity-the whole point of the

Intemet=-i a. two-way street. Let u know what you like and don't like; what works

and doe n't; what you want and don't want; what you need and what's a waste of

cyberspace. Ask: us question. Share your idea . E-mail and fax. are fastest. bur we'll

still be an wering the phone and opening the mail. Come along on this exciting VOY6

.age with us.
(conrinuedpage 45)

mlll mB) ~mRDDBE~~I~
bttp::llwww.geartecbnology.,eom

http://bttp::llwww.geartecbnology.,eom
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Gear Technology

User's Guide To IMTS '96
The companies, the machines, the booths to visit; pius, travel tips, insider information,

hot times, cool sights and required reading. What you need to know to get the
most out of the greatest machine show on earth.

Nancv Bartels & Wmiam R. Stott

IMTS- It can be the best of 'times or the worst of
. I . -: times. The best because nowhere will you

find more equipment, products and services for your business
than at McCormick Place, Chicago, in September; the worst
because finding your way around the show and around the
city can be a hassle,

But have no fear: The intrepid scouts from Gear
Technology are on the job ..This User's Guide will tel] you all
you need to know to have a great. (and productive) time at
IMTS '96.

Wher,e: McCormick Place, Chicago. USA
When: September 4-- 11, 9:0()....6:00dai:ly
(except Sunday, Sept. 8., lo,:O~:OO)
F,ormore info en registration. 'exhibit,ing,. etc.,
call B.Oo,·32HMTS
f.ax 70,3-893-11:511
or check out www.imts.Drgon the Internet.
{Don't miss the "Virtual Ge:ars'l

8 GfAR TECHNOLOGY

lEd Ops
Manufacturing .,96, tile teclmical conference held concur-

rent with. [MTS, is organized by show sponsor AMT and
SME. Attendees will have a choice of over 70 one- and two-
day courses and clinics in. seven areas: automaaon/conrrols,
design, forming and fabrication, machining, management,
quality and tooling. CaU SME's customer service center at
800-733-4763 for more information.

The Heart of the Matter
Cut to the chase. Visit the new Gear Generation Pavilion,

where gear machine tool manufacturers will show off their
latest technologies. Check out

• American Pfauter, L.P.
• The Gleason Works
• Hauser-Tee Co.
• Koepfer America
• Liebherr America/Sigma Pool
• Mitts & Merrill, L.P.
• Reishauer Corp.
• Star Cutter Co.
• Vermont-USA Machine Tool Group

The Inside Story
Booths you won't want to miss and. what to lookfor when

you visit .... (* indicates location in Gear Pavilion.)
American Pfauter, L.P.--':Bootil, #Bl·6967*. Seethe new

PlOD carbide dry bobbing machine and th.e Kapp VAS S5P
CNC form grinder, which will demonstrate topographical
grinding. The Hofler ZP630 shows the latest gear measuring
machine configuration and technology for gears up to 25"
diameter. The new SP320 gear shaver is Pfauter's contribu-
tion to the latest CNC shaving machine technology. Pfauter-
Maag Cutting Tools will display bobs, shaper cutters, form
cutters, rack cutters and their new product, shaving cutters,
and!solid carbide hobs and thin film coatings, including Ti ,
TiCN and TiAlN.

Gleason Works-Booth #81-7170*. See the Gleason
PHOENIX 125GH bobbing machine with dry hobbing capa-
bility and the new PHOENIX 450HC hypoid cutting machine,
a small-footprint, 6-axis C C machine for large bevel gears.

http://www.imts.Drgon


• IMTS :SHIDW COV~RAIGE., _
Also on view win be the Gleason-Hanb Z-S 1.50 shaving
machine with a new part, loader. the ZH 250 honing machine
and the TAG 400 CNC spur ,& helical gear grinder .. New
machine oftware include a PC-based knowledge system for
the [25GH bobber. The y tern put accumulated knowledge
related to machine setup, operation, troubleshooting and
maintenance at the fingertips of gear production personnel 24
hours a day.

rkegai America Corporation.-Booth #Dl-4385. On dis-
play here win be Ikegai's newest CNC gear hobbersand hob
harpeners. The SX-15 CNC gear hobber use a 2,000 rpm

spindle and a 220 rpm table. Both spindle and table are highly
rigid to allow for the use of cermet hobs and small diameter
multigroove hob. The radial and axial rapid feed are both
5000 mmlmin. and the machine is equipped with a Fanuc S-
axis CNC and a, hob quick-change sy tern for straight shank
IlObs.The SAN-20 4-axis CNC hob sharpening machine, con-
trolled by a 4-axis Fanuc NC. can grind both spiral and
straight gear hobs.

Iaductoheat, [DC. Booth #81-6477. Inductoheat fea-
tures STATISCAN~, aver atile, general purpo e induction
heating system ..This self-contained, vertical/horizontal can-
ner hardens and tempers a variety of parts. It can be s.el. up for
liftl[ota~e and single shot operation . Sta:tiscan stands alone or
can beintegrated into new or existing lines for hardening and
tempering, Inductoheat' in-line, corulauous-feed hardening
system surface hardens cyHnd:ricaI component for mid- to
high-volume operations. Wt can be mtegrated with pick-and-
place automation and other material handbng y tems. Check
out the multi-media video dlisplay of induction heat treating.

Liebheer Ameliica/Sigma Pool-Booth #Bl~717,6*. A
wide range of gear production machines win be on display at
the Sigma Pool booth. See the LC82 CNC gear hobbing
machine, capable of dry cutting; the Lorenz CNC gear shap-
ing machine; the Klingelnberg PNC 100 CNC gear inspection
machine and the Oerliken line ofCNC gear equipment,

Mifsubishi Machine Tool-Booth #024254 ..The focus
here is on Mitsubishi's gear cutting capabilities. The GD20CNC
is a rigid CNC tand-alone gear bobbing machine de igned for
job hops and quick change environments. The GD20CNC hob
center isa combination machine for hobbing and finish rolling
of gear for high volume produclion. The FB30CNC is a
plunge-type gear shaving machine for fast, accurate enhancing
of gear tooth.quality. Mit ubishi will also have 011 display a high
peed drilling machine with an automatic tool changer.

atienal Breech & Machiine C.o.-Bootb#Bl-7489*.
See the newest addition to National Broach's line of Red
Ring ystema.the new BV-T broaching machine with a force
monitorlng system to monitor tool wear. The 8V-T offers a
small footprint, afery, flex.ibility. efficiency and easy mainte-
nance, according to the manufacturer. Also on exhibit is the
SPIRALGLIDE broach tool, which offers longer 1001 life due
to constant tooth engagement. Get complete information on
National Broach's fun line of precision gear 'cutting and
forming tools at the booth. (continued p.. 11)

LeCOUNT. Inc.
1'2 Dewitt Dr .• PO Box 9511
White River Jel, VT Tel. (10016421113 Fax. (802) 296-'6843

Powerful inspection packages from the

industry's best selection of software • Pentiurn"
eechnolegy » Exclusive GearNet® networking

f.ormultiple-machine installations and

remote on-line analysis.
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Innovation ...
AMS-250-1AL CNC Analytical Gear Tester

The world's most advanced gear metrology system
The Innovation ...

Th is Premium Grade CNC Gear Tester
incorporates revolutionary design features

which were not possible just a few years
ago. Using the latest technology, our

product design team has built the
most advanced eNC Gear Tester

available in today's market. And
they've made the AMS-250

affordable at the same time! The
combination of advanced technology

and off-the-shelf components makes the
AMS-250 a respected, high-performance,

economical instrument for Gear Metrology.

Advanced Features ...
• Modular no-wesr design
• Aerostatlc bearing - provides

non-contact motion of all

WinSpectTM Platform ...

~ Ie BEGIN I
axes

• Llnesr motor drives
• Ultra-high resolution -

Unear = 0.01 microns
Rotary = 0.045 lIrc
seconds

• WlnSpect Plafform
• In",1e PC electronics
• Advanced test data

col/ectlon, evaluation,
analySiS, and post-process
management

• Available In High-Accuracy &
Standard-Accuracy grades

A powerful and friend/ytaol! This appli·
cation guides operator part setup and
test sequencing to ,aut,omatically evalu·
ate gear test results, then quic.kly pro-
duces an analysis using AGMA,
DIN, ISO, or user specl.fled toler- ~
anees. Combine this with the ann- ~
valed flexibil.ity of the M.icrasoft@'
Windows™ Operating System and you
have a simple means for data collec-
tion, analysis, and post- process men-
agement of critical gear test results.
Results never before achievable!

CIRCLE 109 on READER SERVICE CARD

Questions? We are st your
service! Our proven technical
staff with 175+ years of gflllf
technology experience will help
you find solutions and learn
more about this remarkable
instrument. For prompt
assistance, call or FAX our
WinSpect Product Team at:

American Sykes Company
Solutions for the Gear Manufacturer

1302 Research Park Drive
Beavercreek. OH 45432

Tel 513-427-0507· FAX 513-427·9653
A member of the

David Brown Group



___ IIMTS S,HOW COVER_AGiE _
Reishauer Corp.---':Bootb #BI-7148*. The centerpiece at

this booth is the RZ362A production gear grinder, featuring
Reishauer'scontinuous shift process which guarantees high
process stability, reduced idle times, very low perishable tool
costs, quick setups and super-fast grinding times, according to
the manufacturer. The various dressing attachments available

for the RZ362A will be shown.
Schunk Inc ..=Boeth #B2'·7060. Schunk's Iine of hy-

draulic chucks and arbors, with guaranteed accuracies of
.000]2" or less will be on display ..With their high torque and

,00004" repeatable centering capability, Schunk arbors are
well suited for applications from hobbing and turning to test-

ing and measuring. Good for applications from cutting tool

manufacturing and. resharpening to milling and boring where
tool life. finish and productivity are important, Also on dis-
play will be vacuum components, high-precision pneumatic
and hydraulic self-centering clamping blocks for workholding
applications, rotating and linear extension units, plus a com-
prehensive offering of parallel, angular and concentric grip-

persand accessories.
Star Cutter Co.-Booth #Bl·.7}S8*. Star Cutter will fea-

ture its UT'G-300 tool and cutter grinder as, well as a full line
of gear and other cutting tools, including hobs, shaper cutters,
gun drills, pressure coolant reamers and! milling cutters. Also
on display will be Star Cutter's line of thin-film coatings,
including TiN, TiCN and TiAIN, and plated products, includ-
ing grinding wheels, dres ers and carbide pre-form blanks.

The Outside Story
The whole city of Chicago lies outside McComlick Place,

and as any native can tell YOIl, it always helps to have an insider
to grease the wheels for you in this town. So the Gear Teck staff

of insiders has collected orne important bits of information to
make your IMTS visit go as smoothly as possible.

Transportation .. II's true that the last plane out before the
Apocalypse will have a layover at O'Hare Airport,

but once you're on the ground.the options multi-
ply. A limo or cab ride to downtown is
$25-$30. The CT A runs from the airport to
downtown for $1.50, but you have to

1 .

schlepp your own luggage. and you're
dropped off at a downtown stop, not in front of your hotel.

Travel Secret I. If you can get all airline that. will fly you
to Midway. take :it. The short runways make looking out the
window during landing and takeoff not for the faint of heart.
and the facilities are a bit scruffy, to put it kindly, but it's
smaller, less crowded, saner and much closer to downtown
thanits gargantuan big brother out in the suburbs.

Travel Secret 11, You can beat the long cab lines at [MTS
by catching the Metra Electric Train (accessible from the
North Building) at the 23rd St. Station near McCormick
Place, which will take you to the Loop in seven minutes for
the standard $1.50. The station is still partially under Con-
struction, but the train has two stops downtown, Randolph
and Van Buren. Bothare dose to the Loop action, hotels,
and cabs, And don't forget that IMTS offers free shuttle

SP'IIRAL BEVEt 'GEAIRS

:Spir.all& Straight BevellGear Manufacturing,
Commerciall to aircraft ·quaility gear;in!l.

Spur,.helicall, splined shafts. internal!& external.
shaved &. ground gears. Spilrailibevell'!lfinding.

Mi:I:·1·45208· Mil-STD-45662.SPC

M~~~rl~~~
26069, Groesbeck Hwy. -

Warren, MI48089

,CONTACT:
ClAIGII'. ROSS
(8101776·1580

FAX.IB10Im·2322

CIRCLE 113o!lIREADER REPLV CARD'

So easy to use - and it's an industry standard

• No part programming required • Single

page reporting gives you all the facts at a

glance with four charts on one sheet.

AND MOTION PEOPLE"
OIRCLE 1411 on READER IREP!.,Y CARD
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buses every 20 minute between McCormick Place and
downtown holek

fMaylJe). Locall myth say there are three weeks
I Weather 'in October that make .living here bearable the
~,~::~est of the time. but September ain't bad either.

'"'~'\..'\..~ Here's die straight scoop on lMTS weather.
eptember i till high ummer.in the Midwest. Norma], highs

are in the mid-70s and low in the mid-50s: however. early in
the month, the high 80 . or lower 90.5 are not uncommon. A
light coat or jacket will be more than enough for warmth.
Never a sume it won't min in Chicago. Pack an umbrella.

Travel Adv.isory. Serioesly, folk: • if you're planning on
ani \ling at McCormick Place by car. beware. A major reeon»
troctilm of Lake Shore Drive in fronl of McCormick Place

i.' underwayand won't be done unlillMTS i a fond memory.
The Dri e is open and traffic i moving, but a good alterna-
live if you're arriving from the north i to get off north of
Jack 00 Blvd. and take State St or Michigan Ave. outb to
31 ISt., then east to the McConnick: Place parking lot. From
th - south, Lake Shore Drive to 3] t is still your be st bet

A.K.A .•.. Chicagoan have the annoying habit of naming
major road twice, Guide for th .unwary traveller: 22nd St, is
also Cermak Road. Lake Shore Drive is. Ulinois Rr. 41.
Interstate 290 is known here as the Eisenhower Expressway.
1-90/94 is the Kennedy. unle s you're south of the
Ei enhower, when it's the Dan Ryan, ]-90'/94 plirs northwest
of the city. 1-90 becomes the Northwest Tollway, heading to
Roclcford. and 1-94 i the Edens. Bxpre sway, which will take
youloward Milwaukee. I-55 is the Steven on. We won't
e en go into the tate roads which at 0 have tree! name that
change as you go [rom one neignborheod to another. Best
advice when getting direction : Make ·ure you'vegol the
road number, not ju I the name.

Fun & Games
IMTS will leave you lillie time to spend playing tourist,

but if you're at the show for longerthan a couple of days and
have the chance (or the need) to gel away from McCormick:
Place for a few hours. there' plenty to do.

F.an Cis,. Both major league baseball teams will be in
lown. The Cub pJay Montreal on Sept. 9-~ I and

Phjla~elphia Sept B-~5. The Wh.ite Sox p..lay®~ .
Detroit on Sept. 2-4, 80 Ion on Sept. 6....8 and . .' ..
. Ieveland Sept. ]6-18. The Chicago Bear w11l ~ ..,
be at Soldier Field against Dalla on Sept. 2 and - ~
against Minne ota 011 Sept. 15th.

The lively Arts. Opera, theater, comedy. jazz and blues
club • movie in a dozen language -you can find allthat and
more in Chicago. Two items 10 keep in mind. HorTixx (312-

977-1755) sells half-price, day-or-performance theater
tickets. The best curren] listing of entertainment of aU
rt . is found in The Reader, a free weeki,), new paper dis-
tributed in record and book shop , drug tares. news-

land and re taurants all over the Loop and near north
and oulll ide. Check: it out for what's hot (the classi-
fied ad ection isa real trip in ilsel I).
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Accuracy traceable to NIST " Repeatability

(six sigma) to sub-micron levels • True
generative index, lead and involute resting

• Bevel gear prooess control packages

• Precise four-axis flexibility.
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THE NEXT ,GENERATION
"~~~iiIC=74~mNDI~G MA,CHINE

More than a century's experience of world class machine tool d esign and
manufacture has led to the creation of the next generation TG350E
ONe Thread Grinding machine from Holroyd.

An outstandingly versatile and flexible machine, the TG350E can grind
a wide range of helical forms, from low quantity prototypes to high
volume production, with fast and efficient changeover between jobs.

• User-friendly? with simple touch screen controls.
• New and poweTfuL profile management software ensures consistent accurate

profile grinding to microns ..

• Digital scanning prebe far 'in process' dosed loop measurement of aU key
elements and autOl1Ulticoorrection.

• Hardware and.programming set up rime reduced to a minimum.

• Hydrostatic bearings fOT increased stiffness for doser infeed control and higher
accuracy.

'. Workhead controUedby a high resolution AC d.igital servo system through £I

DIN 2 Standard Holroyd duplex worm & tllheel. Position feedback is a direct
mountedoptica! encoder.

• 45kW grinding spindle motor.

• Slant bed design gives the TG350E a greater advantage in absorbing cutting
farces and PTOOideS essential nability bl!)'ond conventional grinding machines.

Holroyd is much more than simply another supplier of specialized
machinery and components· it's customers receive a total service, thu
ensuring that they take full advantage of Holroyd's unmatched wealth of
application engineering knowledge.

on READER SERVICE CARD
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___ I IMrrS: SHOW' COVIEIRAGE •
tJ'ead Poets (ond Othen) Socie.ties. The major museums

. in Chicago are worth the effort, but anybody whotells
. ,

,\ you it's po ible to "do" one in a day or less i
pufling your leg. If YOll only IIa. e a couple of
hours, try some of the les rer known gems,

which are smaller, less crowded, more intimate,
and less expensive.

The Museum of Broadcast Communications is on the 'cor-
ner of Michigan end Washington downtown in the Chicago
Culjural Center. The building itself, which 111 ed to house the

public library. is an architectural beauty (there are also free
concerts every Wednesday at ]2::15 p.m.), and the museum is

a tribute to early radio and t.v, For a different kind of sou-
venir, gel a video of yourself playing anchorperson. You (and

up 1.0 three of ymn friends) coo. read the n ws, weather and
sports on a t.v. news set. Cost for the video is $19 ..95.

Admission to 'the mu cum is free.

The Chicago Hi lorieal Society at Clark and North avenue
has I. t of ,early Illinois exhiblts and Lincolnlana, Check out
th diorama o:i the Chicago Fire and '!he current exhibit, "The
Last Besl Hope of Earth: Abraham Lincoln and the Promise of
America." Admi 'on is $3.00. MOllday are free.

.zen & The A,., oj SiglUseeing. Sometimes what you need
m .[ at IMTS i.a breather from Ih noise and crowd . Chicago

has 30 mile of lake front, and a troll along a portion of it is
rel~axing, healthy and absolutely free. Or pick a comfy spot OIl

some breakwater to sit, take a few deep breath , look north by
northeast and meditate on !he fa t thalilhere' nothing but blue
water between you and Upper MihigWl.

For a more lively hike try Navy Pier, It ha hop, re tau-

rants, all indoor botanical garden, a I5-story Ferris wheel. a
carou el and plenty of street life. Free trolley rides operate

a'longlhe length of the pier. Go (0 the end of the pier or the
top of the Ferri wheel and ~oo. west for a spectacular view
ohlle city,

A must-sec after IMTS doses in 'the evening is the
Buckingham Feumain in Grant Park. Recently refurbished,
(his giant clas ical fountain operate between May and

October. A free light S'li'IOW is held every evening between
9:00 and 11:00 p.m. Agreal spot for people watching and pic-

ture taking,

~

- .~. Epicurean Ecstacy. Whether it's hOI dogs or

I '1 ha.lJt~ cuis~ne you've II ~Tav.ing for, some restau-
rant In Chicago serves I!. Pick lip a current copy
of Chic,ago magazine (found 011 most news-

taads) for a thorough, user-friendly guide to over one hun-
dred area re taurants. It's by 110 means a comprehensive list,

but it hould help you make do until you can get home to

momma' cooking.O

Tell Us Whl' YouThink...
If you found dns article of interest and/or useful, please circle 2115.

N,ow'we show you
what you can't see .

COME S'EE US
ATIMTS
BOOTH #B2~7060.

Clean
Pressure
A YIIY lhigh IIqr pr-.
.treI.chH.IM &IMI Dalarilfk:;llly.

I darrPJg '!he ~ IPf.cIMIY

Wear Resistance
SI*III~-
av~ up 10 7Q MAC
wtIid1lr111tm1 • long
lIIlIIime.

Precision
A TlR 0/·<.00012"
~!''"left prtiOIN
worlq)l_ clamping, for
grinding. sharpening,
turntng. miIDng"
I~.~
I!I1dflljumg

W rr nty
SIand8!d SSO Irbcn
_~Jorl
year QI' l'OO.!IOO
aduai.lOnl.

SCHUNK
P!IEaSIOII ~ SI'SIEMS

Tel 9119'.572.2:105 • Fa. 91957228\.
21' KllyItiM\ll DIM! • ~NC • 275IiO

CIRCLEn11 on READ:ER ,REPl V CARD

Guatnlnte,ed best, withthe only three year
warranty in the business. GeE all th

facts. Phone 513/859-8273
or fax 513/859-4452.

M&M PRECISiaN'
.SYSTEM

"IHE,METROLOGY AND MOTION PEOPlE'
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KL1NGELNBERG-CNC GEAR MEASURING CENTERS
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The Evolution Continues.
Call L.iebherr-AAltJta

1465 Woodland Dive • Salle. MI 48176
313 - 428 - 72IS.
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Wrth ~ combination you can slash
conventional machinng and idle times

50% 01' roore.
z
(i)ArKl in OOditioo you avoid the cost and

envronlTlElltaJ hazIrtt of coolants and oils.
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_------------1 ~NDUSTRVNEWS _

Electi.on News, , ,.AGMA elected
new officers and board members at its
annual meeting in Fan Lauderdale, FL,
Fr3.nk J. Posinski of Cincinnati Gear is
the new Chairman. Adolpb W•.Sbihli of
the Genera] Motors Gear Center is
Senior Vice President, and David L.
George of Falk Corp. is Treasurer.
Charles A. Brannen of 'Overton Gear is
Chairman Emeritus, Bipio N. Doshi. of
Schafer Gear Works and Arlin Perry of
the Dorris Company are Vice Presidents,
and Roger A. Pennycoo:k of mMO
Industries, Gottfriied H. Versock of
Render Corp. and Robert R. Wallis of
Rexnord Rotary Components were
elected 10.1 tile Board of Directors.

New Faces
Keitb J. Watkins has
been named the new
pre ident of Mabr
Corporntion, the Cin-
cinnati, OH~oo~ head-
quarters for Mahr
GmbH's North Amer-Keith J. Walkiru

ican operations ..Mahr markets precision
surface, roundness and form measure-
ment products to manufacturer .

Getting Together •. _ . American
Wera, Kurth MODUL, and Samag, all
manufacturers of metalworking machin-
ery. have combined to offer their mdi-
vidual machines,auxiliary equipment,
parts and ervice from one location in
Ann Arbo]", Ml Walter Friedrich will
act a pre ident of the combined office
. . . Thomason Mecbanical Corp., a
machinery maintenance cornpmy oper-
at1ng .in the western U.S .• and Prager
Incorporated division of Brook
Hansen, a repair facility for gearboxes,
have formed an alliance with two. repair
centers at TMe's facilities in northern
and southern California. Services w:ill
include gearbox repair,replacement
gearing, redesigns, upgrade. ratio
changes and custom gearbox design.

And. tbe winners a~e •... AMT -
Tile Association For Manufacturing
Technol.ogy has pre ented its Total
Quality Implementation Award to

Corp' .., Livernois
and National Ma·

AGMA standards distribution ..••
On April 15. Global Engineering
Doc-aments, a division of Information
Handling Services (IRS) Group, Inc .•
became the primary sales and distribu- .
tion agent for all AcGMA tandard and;

documents, Global makes:

AGMA standards available either on
paper or CD-ROM. AGMA's engineer-
ing staff will continue to handle all tech-
nical questions and 10 be responsi ble for
the development and approval of all
industry standards.

Till U. What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circll 216.

A!W Systems Co. announces that it is now a
ma.nufacturinQl source 01 spiral 'gear rioughlng
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies In diameters of S" through 12"
at. present.

AIW can also supply roughing and finishing
cutlers, hardware and replacement pants for
most S"-112"diameter bodies.

Whether iI's service or manufacturing, con-
:slder us as an alternative source for replace-
ment parts and hardwa:reas well as bodies
and cutlers.
You'll be ,in for a pleasant surprise.

INlEW!, Straight IBevel Cutters. Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
Tel: (810) 544-3852·· Fax: (810) 544-3922
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:Robert E.Smi:lh &. Irving laskin

Fig. ~ - Drive system.

TABLE I-MULTIPLES OF MOTOR SHAFT SPEED

Feature Order of Rotation

Motor 1st

12T Pulley
22T Pulley
Main Timing Belt 12th

24th 2nd Harmonic

12-Bladed Cooling Fan 12th
24th
36th

2nd Harmonic
3rd Harmonic

12T Pinion
48T Gear 6.55

13.1
19.6
26.2

2nd Harmonic
3rd Harmonic
4th Harmonic

ll-Bladed Vac Fan lIth
22nd
33rd

2nd Harmonic
3rd Harmonic

Secondary Belt
and Pulley 3.41

6.82
10.22

2nd Harmonic
3rd Harmonic

Commutator Segments 22nd
44th 2nd Harmonic

'18: GE.~'FI TECHNOLOGY

Intreductfon
The data discussed in this article was taken from

an upright vacuum cleaner. This was a prototype
cleaner that was self-propelled by a geared trans-

mission. It was the first time that the manufacturer
bad used a geared transmis ion in this application.

The transmission (Fig. 1) is driven by a timing
belt takeoff from the fan motor shaft. It contains a
12-tooth powder metal pinion driving a pair of 48-
tooth plastic gears. Because of the molding and
sintering processes, these gears had been specified
as AGMA Q6 quality .. Through a clutching
arrangement, one or the other of the plastic gears i
driving the machine ln the forward or reverse
direction .. Pushing or pulling on the upright handle
actuates a rocker arm that engages the appropriate
clutch. Another timing belt drive connects the 48-
tooth gears to a final set of bevel gears. The large
bevel gear is on the final drive axle.

When operating the vacuum cleaner in the self-
propelled mode, a nearly pure tone whine was
heard while tbe machine was moving in each
direction. It was of a fairly high pitchand was
objectionable when compared to previous non-
self-propelled machines. The vacuum fan and
beater bar also made considerable noise and were
responsible for most of the overall dbA sound pres-
sure level. However, because of the whine charac-
teristic of the gear noise, it was objectionable even
thougb it was lower than the overall souad level,

Identification of Noise Sources
Spec.tral Analysis. Because of tile complexity

of the drive assembly, it was necessary to use spec-
tral analysis to identify the offending component
(Ref. 1). This was done by a FFf real time analyz-
er. This takes a complex sound waveform and
'breaks it down into its various spectral frequencies.

RelaJiollship to' Transmissioll Error. Moving
elements ina complex train such as this one cause
airborne noise and force variations that are applied
to the structure. Often the structure will act as a
mechanical amplifier of the noise at frequencies
that coincide with its resonant frequencies.



The gears and other elements act as exciters. The
excitation from the gears and timing pulleys
comes {rom what is known as "transmi sion
error" (Refs. 2-3). Transmission error is ,:1 non-
uniform motion that is the result of runout and

errors in geometry of the gear or pulley teeth.
Comparison of N.oise f'req.u,ellcies. Gears will

generate noise excitatien al 'their mesh frequency
and its multiples, Runout can also generate noise.
This usually show up at a once-per-revolution
frequency or at once-per-revolution . ideband of

me h frequency. Wn order to identify the offending
ource, one mu t know the operaling peed of the

machine and the discrete frequencie of the noise.

I]] this ca e, the speed varied with load and was

different for each test. Therefore. it was ea ier to
create a table of ·'rolatio.nal, orders," Ilhat could be
u ed for any operating speed (See Table I).

MetlSured Sound lJala, Fig. 2 how peetral
data of a noise te t of the prototype machine. h wa
taken with a sound pressure level (SPL) meter that
was et for "A" weighting. This attenuates the
higher and lower frequencies [0 approximate the
response of the human ear. The me h frequency of
the 1.2x 48-Looth gearsea was 1.350 Hz. A marker

.is el at that frequency and al aU hamtonics of iI. It
can be seen in me figure that noise exists at mesh

frequency and several harmonics. The second har-

monic of me h is the highe t peak. This could be
due 10 the "A" weighting mentioned above or to
wavine in the tooth form, A peak can al 0 be
seen al2.27S Hz. That is from the It-bladed fun.

Measurement & Modification ,of 'Gears
h. was decided to remove thegears from the

machine and do further diagnostic 'testing. This

consisted of transmission error testing and invo-
lute inspection ..In gears of this type, nol e at mesh
and harmonic frequencie is most apt te be caused
by lack of conjugacy or mismatch of involute pro-
files (Refs. 2-3). This. will show up in both oflhe
tests mentioned above.

Transmission' .li:rrQ.rTests. Transmission error
te ling is usually done with high resolution optical
encoders and instrumentation that measures small
deviations in the smoothne .of rotational motion.

Typically it is done at relatively light load . In thi
case, te t were run at both lighl. and at operating
load. There was DO discernable differen e in the
tooth-to-tooth transmi - ion error at either load
condition. This showed that tootll defleeuan under
load was not a problem and that tip relief on the
teeth was not necessary. Fig. 3 shows the results
ofa transmission error test. The first half of Fig. 3

shows Ilte total tran nils ion error curve for three
revolutioas of the 48-loolltgear. One' can see a

ine wave from each. revolution of '!he 48-[ooth

RA GE: 20dBV STATUS: PAUSED
RMS: 30A:STOR D

10
Vrms

[0
dB

IDIV

InlVnns
START: OHz
X: 1350 Hz

OW: 37.5Hz
Y: 88.36 mVrms

STOP: 10.000 Hz
THD: 194%

i'ig. 2 - Noise spedrum--:protot)':(Ie :mo.cJJlne.

4000
I" I REV .. I

48· Tooth Gear
2000

o

-2000

000
1....- ....1 -.004

I mesh per minor tick
I pinion rev per major lick:

'rota! TransmJssiOQ Error

1000 : .001

.. I II .. I Toolh Mesh

500 .0005
...; 0: 1:C:

! 01 ~
::I.

-500 ·.0005

-1000 -.001
I mesh per minor lick
I pillion rev per major tick

Sho r l.Term Er£1)r (Eff •.Prof. V:or..)

Fig. 3 - Tn.nsmlssion error h:sl n ults--nolsy d.
gear. a sine wave from each revolution of tile 12-
tooth pinion and. finally. the very fine waves
uperimpo ed on the larger one . These fine

waves are from each tooth mesh and are the ones
of concern as far a .gear n ise. The econd half of
Fig. 3hows these fine waves, but magnified
after removal of the long term components from
the gear and pinion runout, Thisla t chan how

12 tooth meshes or one 'pinion revolution.
This tooth-to-tooth trim mission error has a

awroom characteristic, as well as 8. double bump

in each tooth mesh The sawtooth characteristic
win generate noi e at all harmonic of tooth

mesh" and the double bump will accentuate the

Robert E. Smitll
is the principal in Robert
E. Smitil &. Co•• Inc ..
g,~aT consultants, in

Roehl! tet; NY. HI! is ,a1 I)

one of Gear Techn logy'.r
technica! editor. .

Irving Las'kinl
is Q1I independetu gear
consultant in Sharon; fA.
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Pi.niQoMfTGear Ml.T .Pi.nionl MI.T Gear MIT Pinion I\IlT

Root Root.
lip +.0006"

4A PD 4B

Tip -.0fI() I"Tip +.0006" Root

F~.4 - Mean involute traces (MIT).

Re ullS - 1/10.000"
left Flank. Righi Flank.

432 1234
fHa 9.4 9.5 I.7 1.8 3 -0.7 5.5 10.2
!Ham (MIS) 5.6 4.5

Fig. S - Involute tests of 12.too(h pinion from. noisy gear set,

Resulls - 1/10,000'"
Lefl flank. RighI Flank
3 2 I. I. 2 3

-7.3 -7.5 -6.6 4.8 -6.7 -5.6
-'6.8 -5.5

4
tHa -6
fHrun (MIS)

4
4.8

Fig. 6·- Involute tests of 48.tootb ge r froml nol gear set.

second harmonic of mesh. lin addition, the peak-
to-peak amplitude of each tooth mesh is ill the
order of ;0007" to ;0009", which is a very signifi-
cant amount U indicates that the mating teeth are
not veryconjugate,

Involute Tests
Bvaiuation Method. Tile traditional. method

for evaluatingthese traces is to fit them within a
tolerance zone. The A:GMA tolerance zone is a
"K" chart The width of the "K" zone is deter-
mined by the tolerance allowed in the different
quality grades. On the other hand the ISO toler-
ance zone is rectangular. These zones are suffi-
ciently wide to allow for involute variation that is
the result of runout in addition to the variation in
tool quality. This is an right for the determinmg a

20 ClE~R TECHNOLOGY

Gear MIT

Tip +.0001" Root Tip +.0006"

4C

quality rating, but his insufficient for controlling
gear noise.

Co.njugacy. In order for a pair ofgears to. be

smooth and quiet (minima] tootb-ro-tootheans-
mission error), they have to be conjugate. TIli
mean that they musthave the ame operating
pressure angle (Ref. 4),

Mean .Involute Slope (MIS) ,and Mean
Inll·olute 1i'ace (MIT). The best indicator from
involute traces of conjugacy is the MIS (known
as mum in th.elSO system). The AGMA UK"
chart system does not address this characteristic.

The MIS is determined by .fitting a line 10 tile
individual involute traces. CNC involute checking

machines usually do this bya least-squares-best-fit
of a straight line. When doing it manually, onecan
fit a line by eye between two control diameters.
The slope of this line for four teeth approximately
90° apart is averaged to. determine the MIS.

If the four involute traces are averaged togeth-
er, a Mean Involute Trace (MIT) is established.
Fig. 4 shows MIT diagrams of several example .
Each oneisthe average of four invo~ute traces
taken approximately 90° apart on, each mating
member. This is a very usefulbit of information
that would be easy for CNCinspecLlon machines

to do, but so far, none oflhem do.
The gear trace is inverted in relation to. tile pin-

ion trace in order to show how they vi ually
match each other. The first example shows a com-
bined mismatch of !O<H2" (not conjugate). The
second example shows a pair that is conjugate
and of the correct pressure angle. The third exam-
ple shows a pair that is conjugate, although of a
pressure angle different than specified.

For example, a pinion and gear could both be
classed as AGMA '08. The pinion teeth could
have a MIS of +.0006". The gear teeth could have
a MIS of -.0006". They would not be conjugate
and would therefore be noisy (Fig. 43) ..Another
pair, also AMGA Q8., could have an individual
tooth involute variation of .0006", a MIS Qf
±.OOOl, and be nearly conjugate, as well as quiet.
Both sets, however, are 1110. better than AGMA Q8.
This example is shown in Fig. 4b.



In another example. the pinion and gear could
both have a MIS of +.0006" (still only a Q8) and
also be quiet. These are shown in. Fig. 4c.

I/~JI(Jlute Measurements. Further diagnostic

tests were done using elementslinvolate measure-

ments. Four teeth on each pan, approximately 90°

apart, were measured. The results of the 12-tooth.
p/m pinion are shown. in Fig . .5.. Fig. 6 shows the

results of the 48-tooth plastic gears.

It should be noted again thai the slope of each

involute trace varies as the result of runout in the
part. This slope. between the EAP and SAP. is
noted for each trace (tHa). Another important

number on these charts is the value for (fUam).
the MIS, (These symbols are from ISO ..There are
no equivalent AGMA symbols).

It can be seen that the e parts were not. very
conjugate. even thoughthey might be classified as
AGMA Q8 gears. The 12-tootb pinion has a MIS
(mam) of about +.0005",. and the 48-tooth. gear
had a MIS (moon) of approximately -JJOO5".

Putting this deviation into terms of pressure
angle, it was like running a 19.5° pinion with a

20.5° gear,

This conversion was made with the following

equation:
2 (MIS)

Where:
'¢I... '" actual pressure angle (degrees)

41 '" nominal (or setup) pressure angle (degrees)

MIS", mean involute slope

dB = nomina] (or setup) base circle diameter
~. EI '" upper •.lower roll angles over which. 'the

MIS is measured
For the pinion:

,1/1 "" 20"
MIS;;;;; + .0005"

dB;;;;; ..4698"
~ ;;;;;40Jx)" at .573''' diameter

E\ ;;;;;5.24° at .4718" diameter

and from the equation:

¢I'... = 19.45"
For the gear equation:

¢I = 20"
MIS =- .0005"

dB'" 1.8794"
~ = 25.72" at 2.060" diameter
EI = 15.53" at 1.9472" diameter

and from the equation:
$...=20.47°

Experimental Results. In order to prove that
MIS was a good! measure of conjugacy and quiet-
ness. even for low qUality gears, orne pinions
were reworked to match lite -.OOOs."tip MIS of the

Left Flank
4 3 2

rna -4 -4 -9
mam (MJ:S) -6.6

Results - 1/10,000"
RighI. Flank

1 I 2 3
-9.5 -9 -6 -I

-5.5

40°

5.2-4°

4
-6

Fig. 7 - Involute tests of modified 12-tooth prome.
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Short Term Error (Err ..:Prof.Va:r.)

Fig,S - Transmission errnr lest. ruulls-quiet ' et.

RANGE: 20dBV STATUS: PAUSED
RMS: 30A:STORED

10
1

Vrms I

I
10

dB
IDJ:V

mVms
START: OHz
X: 950 Hz

BW: 37.5 Hi:
Y: 12.'61 mvrms

STOP: 10,000 Hz
THO: 189%

Fig. 9' - Noise spectrum 'Of improved gear sel.
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40·

.0002"
5.24°

Results - 1/10,000"
Left Flank Right Flank
3 2 2 3

3.6 -3 -6..6 -4.4 -5.5 0.8
-1 -1.5

4
3

4
rna 1.9
fHam (MIS)

Fig ..10 - Involute tests-i-Iinal production, 12·lootb pinion.

Results - 1/10,000"
Left Flank

4 3 2
fHa -2.7 -4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.8
tRam (MIS) -1.8

Right Plank
234

-0.6 -2.6 l.l
-0.4

Fig. U - Involute tests-final produetlou, 48·too1h gear,

RANGE: 20dBV STATUS: PAUSED
RMS: 30A STORED

10
Vrms

mVrms
START: OHz
X: 102:5 H.z

BW: 37.5 Hz
Y: 27.20 mVnns

STOP: 10,000 Hz
THD: 125%

FIg. 12 - Noise spectrum of final production gear set,
48-tooth plastic gears. The pinions were made to
have a -.0005" to -.0006" tip MIS also.

The involute results are shown in Fig. 7. They
now have basically the same pressure angle as the
48-tooth gears.

Fig. 8 shows the improved results on the trans-
mission error test. The spectrum chart in Fig. 9
shows the improved noise test. It is difficult to see
peaks in the spectrum that relate to the gear mesh
and harmonic frequencies, and the subjective
whine was gone.
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New Tolerance Specifications
The makers of the gears felt that they couldn't

make gears to a quality level better than AGMA
Q6. However, meeting a specification of MIS is
more of a development problem than a quality
problem. This involves making the tools right in
the first place. In this case, the tool is the cavity .

The specification was changed to AGMA Q7
to keep the total composite variation down and
avoid a tight mesh condition. To control noise. a
requirement of a MIS (ilium) within ± .0002" for
each member of the pair was also specified. The ±
.0002" limit on MIS was based on prior experi-
ence with many other applications.
Manufacturing Process in Relation to Profile

P/M Pinion. With steel powder metal parts. the
profile shape will be determined primarily by the
shape of the tool. There isn't much net change in
the shape of the part as it is removed from the cav-
ity and is sintered, There usually is a very slight
increase in size, which is largely offset by the
slight shrinkage in sintering, as the part expands
when leaving the cavity. Therefore, obtaining the
proper tooth shape depends on getting the cavity
developed right in the first place ..It isn't possible
to play with oilier process variables such as tem-
perature to change part geometry.

Molded Plastic Gear. Molded plastic gears are
another story. The cavity size has to be deter-
mined by knowing accurately the shrink rate of
the material being used. Typical gear materials
might have a shrink rate that varies from .005"

I I per inch to .030" per inch, depending on material
I i as well as fillers, such as glass fibers. This has to
I
I

be taken into account when. designing the size of
the cavity. Other process variables, such as tem-
perature and pressure, will also affect the shrink
rate and therefore the resulting part size and pro-
file shape.

Redesign of Mold Cavity (plastic Gears)
Measurement of Parts from First Cavity.

Molded plastic parts made of unreinforced materi-
al generally shrink: at.a nearly uniform rate ..In this
case, the material was an acetal (Delrin 5(0). The
original cavity was designed for a specific shrink
rate. The resulting parts were measured for various
diameters such as outside, root, rim and hub diam-
eters. The teeth were also measured for involute by
adjusting the base diameter until the MIS was near
zero. This showed that the base diameter shrunk at
nearly the same rate as all the other diameters. The
mold cavity was also measured for these various
diameters. From these measurements. it was deter-
mined that the original parts shrunk more than
expected. This resulted in the gears having a high-
er pressure angle than desired.



Cavity .RedesiglJ!.A new cavity was designed

and made to the new actual shrink rate for the
material and process being ued. This resulted in

parts that were closer to the desired pecification.
Evaluation of FinallProductjonParts

Finallnvo/ute Tests. involute results of th.e

new parts are shown in Figs ~0-- l 1. The MIS for
both. mating pans are within ..0002", meaning

that they are nearly conjugal:e ..
Final Noise Xes.t.Noisetests of'the final pans

show little indication of gear nol e in the spec-

trum, Gear-related peaks are no worse than
peaks from other sources, ucb as the tirnieg pul-
ley and the fan ..Fig. 1.2 shows these results.

Process Contro~ of Molded 'Gear Profile
.Relatioll 0/ Pro/il'e Vanatl'ol'J to Shrink

Variatioll ..A study was conducted to' establi h

the shrink rate vs. proee .variable uch as tem-
perature and pres UTe.The purpo e was to find a.
method of controlfing the involute by adju ting
a pr-ocess variable, Chang:ing temperature is not

as desirable as changing the pressure, because it
has a greater effect on materiaJ properties uch
as strength.

Gears were molded at various molding pres-
sures from 7,500 to 13,000 psi. Gears from each
pressure level were checked for MIS and outside
diameter. The results were plotted and are shown
in Fig. 13. 'Uris shows a reasonably linear rela-
tionship between pressure and mean involute
slope. It also shows a good relation between out-
side diameter and MIS. Therefore. molding pres-
sure became a good proee variable for control
of the desired parameter.

Contro.l ,of Shrink (In.volute) by Clmlrol oj
OutcSide Diameter. Thediscussion in 'the section
above showed that all diameters, including the

base diameter. shrink at a nearly uniform rate.
Therefore a decision was made to use the outside
diameter measurement as a control of mean
involute slope (See Fig. ]4). As long as the same

mold cavity dimensions are used, this relation-
ship will hold true. A fixture was made that could

be used! for quick measurements of the OD of the
gear teeth. This has now been u ed uccessfully
in production for over two years. 0
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_----------- TECH!N'I,CALCALIE,NDAR _

,AISE WBRICAT,ION' SEMI!NAR
A]SE (Association of Iron and Steel

Engineers) is holding a Basic Lubri-
cation Seminar October 20'-22 at the
Sheraton Station Square Hotel,
Pittsburgh, PA Subjects covered include
basic concepts, test methods. bearings.
gears, conservation, hydraulics, additives
and more. Contact Laura Evert at 4]2-
281-6323 xI51 for more information.

AGMA GEAR SCHOOL
One-week sessions on basic gear

manufacturing will include both class-
room and hands-on work covering vari-
ous aspects of hobbing, shaping and
inspection. Classes are held at Daley
College, Chicago, IL. The next session
is September 23-27. Call AGMA at
703-684-0211 or fax 703-684-0242 for
more information.

ITW Heartland's bumishing machines are the answer to gear noise
created by plus material (nicks, burrs, scale), on the active profile.
IRemovalof these gear defects along with sunaee finish
improvement will
enhance the quality of
production gears. The
ITW Heartland Gerac
Burnishing System
has been the
\YOridwide standard for
bumishing since being
patented.

These hea.vy duty,
long lastingllbumishers
are valuable as both a
dedicated in line

i '!lachine, ?ras ~n oH-
I line machine dOing
I different ~,~- C-,' f_ _ gears 0

similar size ..

IITW ploneered the gear inspectIon industry in 11936,and remains
the worl'dwide leader In gear inspect'ion and bumis'l'Ilng. Our mission
continues to be one of providing' quality products and .services to the

gear manufacturing ind,,!stry.
To learn more about our bumishingor gage inspection products, call

the gear experts at:

mw Heartland
3401 South IBroadway

Alexandria, Minnesota, US
Ph: 3201762-5223

iFax: 320.762.5260

~"""" ••• ~ OTHEH ,IITWHEA!RTLAND
GEAR EQUIPMENT: II
• Automatic Inspection I

• Semi-Automatic Inspection
• Computerized Gear Anal;~ers"pK;tured
• Manua'il Gear Rollingi
• Dimension Over Pins I Balls
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GEAR FAILURE ANALYSIS SEMliNAR
This AGMA-sponsored seminar will

be held July 11-12 at the Sacajawea
Inn, Three Forks, MT. Topics include
fracture, fatigue, micro- and macropit-
ting, corrosion, cracking and gear failure
photography. The instructor is Robert
Errichello, For registration information.
contact AGMA headquarters at 703-
684-0211 or fax 703-684-0242.

GEAR RESEAR.'CHINSTITU:rE
ANN:UAL MEETING,

The ASMEJAGMA Gear Research
Institute will hold its annual meeting on
August 29 at the Holiday Inn 'O'Hare,
Rosemont, IL, The technical session of
the meeting will be chaired by Francis 1.
Wisner, Director of Engineering at
National Broach. Subjects to be covered
include fatigue in low alloy steels, gear
lubrication, carburizing and the design
of splines. For more information, con-
tact Sharon Schaefers at 847-491-5900,
fax 847-491-5986 or e-mail dbreell@
nwu.edu.

IMTS96
IMTS 96 will be held Sept. 4-11 at

McCormick Place in Chicago, IL This
is one of the largest displays of manu-
facturing technology in the world, with
over one million square feet of operating
exhibits, This year's show will feature a
Gear 'Generation Pavilion. A free
brochure describing the show is now
available from IMTS headquarters. To
get a copy, call 800-322-IMTS in the
USA or 703-893-2900 outside the coun-
try. Information about the show is also
found on the Internet at http://www
.imts.org.

OHIO STATE GEAR NiOISE COURSE
A three-day course on gear noise.

covering measurement, analysis, diag-
nosis, noise reduction and dynamics,
will be held at The 'Ohio State
University Sept. 10-12. Contact Carol
J. Bird at 614-292-3204 or fax 614-292-
3163 for more information.

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 210.
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Gear Inspection Includes:
Profile (Involute) Form
Tooth Alignment (lead)
Tooth Spacing Variation
Pitch line Run-out
Evaluation
Outside Diameter Run-out
let us help you prove the qualify 01 your gears or hobs.
2 day inspection standard.
Rush Inspection provides 24 hour turn around.
We also Sharpen Hobs!
3B6OIN.River Road .' Schiller Park, IL 60176

Hob Ilnspection Iinciude .;
Flute Leac
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Pressure Angle
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GearN oise As a Result of
Nicks, Burrsand Scale-

What Can Be Done
DuWayne IPau11

Obviously, if the parts are subject to a great
deal of manual handling. they will be vulnerable
to nick creation. Most handling processes caIl for

delicacyand attention to quality, but also fall prey
to the process falling apart when production

schedules are tight or the end of the shift is get-
ting close, Any time a part in the green state is
handled or moved, it is subject to nicking. This is
why an automated pan handling system can also

create nicks.
A nick is plus materia] anywhere on the part. It

is usually caused by gauging, which creates plus
material that remains on the surface to be hard-

here are many different causes of gear

noise. all of them theoretically preventable.
Unfortunately, the prevention methods can

be costly. both in equipment and manpow-
er. If the design of the gear and its application are
apprepriate, in theory all that is necessary is to have

a tight control on the process of producing the fin-
ished gear. fu reality. there are many variables that

can cause a process, [10 matter how well-controlled.
to deteriorate, and thus cause errors, some of which
will cause a gear to produce unwanted noise when

put to use.
One of the main causes of gear noise can be

plus material all the active profile 0:1' one or more
teeth. When a gear tooth has plus material on its
active profile, it can cause gear noise, which gives

!he impression of a poor quality product. There

are three main causes of plus material on gear
teeth: nicks, burrs and heat treat scale,

Nicks
Conrrol.1ing the manufacturing process to avoid

nicks on gear teeth is always a hotly debated issue.
By their nature, nicks are caused by pari handling,

usually in the green, and not by gear processing
machines. Part handling is the part of the gear pro-
duction process probably the most susceptible to
variables and process deviation,

ITW MDdelll90~ Burnisher
Reduction in Nick Size (AOD·W F3LP-7 A399-AB Forward Sun Gear)
0.006

0.005

i'5 0.004
.5
.5i o.oos
fIl

~ 0.002
Z.

0.001

11 21 31 41 Sf 61 71 81 91 101 III 121
Part Number

- Before Burnishing ~ After Burnishing

Fig ..I - Redudnm in nick si..:ebefore and aftcr burnis.rung•.
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ened into the part. Because of their action with

other teeth, gear teeth with nick an their active

profiles cause noise. On the other hand. while a
minu material gouge in the active profile is cer-
tainly not desirable, it will not create noise in
mast instances.

Noise from gear tooth nicks can. give the
impression of a poorly produced product, thus
sendiing the wrong message to valued customers.
'Through experience, transmission manufacturers

have found thatnicks greater than .002" can. cause
transmission noise. If the gearbox or transmission

is pan. ofanother device, such as an autamobileor
electric motor, it can give the customer the impres-
sion that the entire product is poorly produced.

Burrs
Burrs are raised material normally found

where the involute profile meets the face. After
Dobbing or shaping.there are very large burrs left
on the face of the gear, and the next operation is

typic.ally a face deburring and chamfering. Since
this face de burring works the face of the gear, .
there is a natural tendency to ron a very small
burr back onto the involute profile. This burr win
become hardened after heat treatment, thus caus-

ing the potentia] for gear noise when put into use.
Heat Theat Scale

Heat treat scale is oxidized material left after
the heat treating process. Left on the gear, this
scale can cause noise, or if it comes loose. it can
put conrami.natJoll into the transmission.



Such small defects can cause large problems.
Some niek ,burrs and heat treat cale wiu burnish

themselve away when put into use. But the ques-
don till remains, "What aappens to the debris
from this natural burnishing effect, and will it.
cause other problems?" What most likely win
happen is contamination of the transmission,
causing futureproblems,

Solutions t:orNicks
So what can he done? First of all. a tolerance

for nicks has to be developed. Determine what
level of nick causes aproblem, If the product is
such that gear noise is not an i ue, then nothing
needs to be done. Onthe other band, if a .002"
nick on the acti ve profile causes noise problems.
then something below that number should be the
tolerance. and procedures should be implemented
to reduce the occurrence of larger one . The
methods of reducing nicks can. take many shapes
and forms and. can cost varying amounts.

Part Handling. Obviously, the first way to
reduce nicks is to instill carefull and delicate part
handling on the green side of gear production. Use
every method of employee training possible and
tudy equipment variables to eliminate unneces-

sary moving of parts. This method takes constant
mieromanagement and intense attention to detail.

Form Finish arinding. Beyond this, there are
in-line equ:ipment options that can be utilized.
One 'is using a. form finish grinding process that
win touch all of the active profiles of the tooth and
deburr the tooth ends. This can give the part an.
excellent fini h and assure a closely toleranced
gear. The downside is that it takes a highly accu-
rate (and expensive) grinder and is too slow when
doing gears in quantity,. thu making it a very cost-
ly process as afinal operation before inspection.

Hard Honing. Yet another method is to use
hard .honing to remove nicks and burrs and give
the gear a much improved tooth finish, An advan-
tage of honing i the potential ability to correct
errors in the gear tooth. profile, lead. spacing, etc.
On the other hand, ,his approach again takes a
fairly expensive piece of equipment and a consid-
erable amount of tooling. As with. grinding, wheel
dressing i required and can someumes add COIl-

siderably to the costs. Honing will,essentiaHy pro-
duce a good gear with no nicks or burrs and a very
good tooth surface, but it can he slow and very
costly as a method of removing plus material
before final inspection,

SJlal'illg.. Shaving is a third choice as a finish-
ing operation in the hard condition. As with hon-
ing and grinding. an expensive piece of equipment
i required. and the tooling cost can be ignificant.
The advantagesare that it can correct errors in

!Fig. 2 - Tooth pm:lil'e tH!fore burnlshlng,

tooth profile, lead and spacing, impart a crowned
tooth form and remove very large nicks,

BurnislJing. A fourth method is to burnish the
gears. II. is very effective in dealing with all three
types of plus material at a cost-efficient rate.
Burnishing is typically done by capturing the gear
between burnishing dies and rolling it in tight
mesh with them. Most of the time this action is
accompanied by oscillation of the gear in a paral-
lel plane with the bore of the burnishing dies and
flooding the work area with coolant. The oscilla-
tion allows for maximum burnishing effect, and
the coolant prolong tool life. Burnishing equip-
ment usually costs half as much as a finish grinder
or honing machine. The initial cost of burnishing
dies may be higher than the tooling cost for grind-
ing.honing or shaving. However, the life of bur-
nishing dies is significantly longer (typically
500,000--750.,000 cycles), and there is no ongoing
maintenance, such as wheel dressing, making the
total tooting cost significantly less.

The Gerae Burnishing System (patented by
l-rw-) mccrporaree the use of three separate dies
acting on the piece part, each of wlrich works a
different part of the gear tooth. Each of the three
different profile dies operates on its own heavy
duty spindle ina triangular configuration. The
three dies have the following functions:

Burnishing Die A operates at a lower pressure
angle than the operating pressure angle of the
piece part.

HIlmi bing Die B has a hortened base pitch.
This causes the burnishing die to come in contact
with the tips of the gear teeth, jarring loose particles
off the tip and flattening surfaceimperfections,

Burnishing Die C operate at a higher pres-
ure angle than the operating pressure angle

range of the piece part

B.EFORE
BURNISHING

IDuWayne Paul
is m(Jrk~ling sales
director for gear equip-
ment at lTW Heartland,
AIULUlllria, MN. 17Whas
been designing and build-
ing bumlshing and irJSPt'C:-
tion eqllipmemjor gear
1tUInujllC:lIJring since 1936.
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Fig, 3 - Toolll profile after burnishing,

The purpose of Dies A and C is to have a slid-

ing action through the piece part's operating pres-
sure angle range.The "rubbing" action wears the

surface of the tooth to improve the finish and to
remove nicks. burrs and scale.

The "arborless" system patented by ITW mesh-

es the workpiece gear under pressure between the
three burnishing dies, one of which is powered. In
addition, a reciprocating oscillatory mechanism
move the workpiece in an oscillation movement
parallel to its axis. Two of the burnishing die spin-
dles have automatic spherical positioning to equal-
ly distribute the burnishing force across a straight,

crowned or tapered tooth configuration.
Bumi hing i not an abrasive method or metal

removing proce ,and therefore does not change
the tooth profile. It cannot. correct errors in tooth
profile, lead, spacing or damage where a large

portion of the tooth has been rolled over. It. is more

of a "rubbing action," which takes the plus mater-
ia] and either knocks it off the tooth or smooths it
back into the area from which it came ..II. is highly
appropriate for high-production situations and can
also be adapted tIO lowerproduction runs bythe
use of tooling changeovers. It operates on very
short cycle lime (:5-10 second ) and can be very
cosr-efficient on a cost-per-piece basis.

Fig. ] is a chart representing the results of a

nick reduction study done with an lTW Heartland
Model 2901 burnisher. In this study (done at a
customer faciljty), 125 gears were inspected for

nicks, bumished,and then inspected again 10 ana-

lyze the reduction in ruck ize,

Figs. 2 and 3 are the result of a study done to
analyze the effects an ITW burnisher has on the
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AFtER
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tooth profile (involute).
Grinding, honing or burnishing all will remove

plus material on gear teeth and improve the surface

finish of the gear. Which of them would work be t

in a given situation should be detennined by spec-

ifications, cycle times and budgets.
100% Iaspectinn

In truth. the best method of absolutely ensuring
that gear teeth are free of plus material is to inspect
I(X)% of tile gears produced, Many rimesjhis i not
feasible or not considered necessary. On the other
hand, the part of gear production that causes nicks
is 'the hardest part of the process to control. ~fthe
lead is unwinding during heat treating. you can

catch it by doing process inspection and making

corrections. If the profIle is not in specification.
you can discover it by verifying setup and by
proce in pection, and then mike your adjusl-

ments to the hob. Bm in the case of plu material
induced either in the green or in heat treatment,

!here is no proven method of making sure every
gear does not have plus material. Proce s inspec-
tion will not suffice because unless .IOOCfl inspec-
tion is utitized, some gears with potential nick,
bum or scale will not be checked.

If l(X)%inspectiolll is used, you do have

options as to how to use equipment for nick

reduction or nick elimination. One option IS to put
all gears through the equipment cho en before
inspectlen. The other is 10 further proce s only
those rejected for nicks, burrs or scale. Quite
often. hand de-nickingand deburring with band-
held grinders is used to remove this material after
inspection. This can work, but leaves much room
for error. For instance, the hand de-nicking can
cause other change to the gear to tbprofile OJ

other gear geometry features. In ejther case,
inspection lis the only sure way to know that gear
arc going into assembly without plu material thai
is out of toferance, Keep in mind [hat all gear

which are inspected should be washed and dried
before inspection.

The best quality possible is what we are all after
in gear manufacturing processes and products. The

most frustrating gear detects to control are nicks,
burrs and scale. YOUI'processes can produce a geo-
melricalJy perfect geM, but if il has a nick OJ!' burr
of .00]5" which causes noise, the product qUality
has just been downgraded by the end user. If nic ,
burrsand cale are not tolerable in tile end product,
method . such as those discu sed in thi article
must be 1.1 ed to deal with. !hem. 0

AclLnowledgement: The author wishes to thank Jim
Pospisil. Engineering & Operation Manager for .lTW
Heartland, jar his editorial and technical support and
Pal' Flinn, manufacturing engineer at Ford Powertrain,
jar supplying the charts used in thi article.
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Design Implications for
Shaper Cutters

m gear shaper cutter is actually a gear with
i relieved cutting edges and increased

addendum for providing clearance in the
root of the gear being cut. The maximum

outside diameter of such a cutter is limited to the
diameter at which the teeth become pointed. The
minimum diameter occurs when the outside diam-
eter of the cutter and the base circle are the same.
These theoretical extremes, coupled with the side
clearance, which is normally 2° for coarse pitch
cutters and 1.5° for cutters approximately 24-pitch
and finer, will determine the theoretical face width
of a cutter.

At some point between the theoretical out-
side diameter extremes, there lies a desirable
shaper cutter design. There are several factors
that will limit the outside diameter, one being
the necessity of ensuring that a reasonable
amount of land remains on the tips of the cutter
teeth. This amount ranges from a minimum of
.100" on a 2-pitch cutter to .002" at 200 pitch.
For example, a 6-pitch, 20° pressure angle cutter
will have a minimum tip land of .060".

Outside
Diameter Angle

I

I
Rake Angle or Sharpening Angle
Face Angle

New
Cutter

Life
Cutter

All outside diameters of gear shaper cutters
are ground to be tapered at the outside angle. This
angle is so calculated as to produce a constant
tooth thickness and depth of cut at the new and
the approximate life positions of the cutter. The
amount of this outside angle is dependent upon
the operating pressure angle between the cutter
and the work and the amount of the side clear-
ance. These angles range from approximately 4°
on a 30° pressure angle, 2° side clearance, up to
7.5°_8° on a 14.5° pressure angle and 2° side
clearance (Fig. I).

There are some cases where it is desirable to
have a minor change in the involute from the
Start of Active Profile (SAP) point to the out-
side diameter. This is quite common in finish
cutting to alter bearing patterns, especially on
heat treated parts, or to help improve profile in
shaving operations. Most spur gear shaper cut-
ters in the coarse pitch range are made with 2°
side clearance angles and a 5° face angle. On
this basis a 1° change in face angle will result in
a .0013" change in profile on a I-pitch rack.
Other pitches are proportional; i.e., on a 6 DP
gear, the change would be .0013/6" or .000217".

A higher face angle, say 8°, would result in a
lower pressure angle or a plus involute of .00065"
on a 6 DP gear. Conversely, a 2° face angle would
result in a higher pressure angle or a minus involute
of .00065" on the same 6 DP gear. Generally, face
angles of less than 0° or above 10° are not recom-
mended. An angle of 10° weakens the cutting tool
edges and makes tools more prone to chipping.
Relieving the tip approximately to the corner break
at 0° face angle to improve cutter life is a common
procedure on coarse pitch work (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 shows the effect of changing the face to
change the pressure angle produced. This will
also change the amount of stock on the involute at
the tip of the gear.

A Word of Caution: We have seen in Fig. 2
how changing the face angle can change the pres-
sure angle. If one is not careful in sharpening the
shaper cutter at the designated face angle, then an



error in involute can be inadvertently imposed on
the part being cut.

How to determine a new outside diameter and
the new tooth thickness after a grind back or a
design reduction is shown below.
New OD = OD - 2 * GB * Tan(ODA) (1)

New arc T= PD * [ arc T _ GB * Tan (SCA) ] (2)
PD BR

OD = Outside Diameter
GB = Grind Back

ODA = Outside Diameter Angle
arcT = Arc Tooth Thickness at Pitch Diameter
PD = Pitch Diameter

SCA = Side Clearance Angle
BR = Base Radius

In Equation 2, the fraction of GB * Tan (SCA)
BR

is a small arc on the base diameter, as is L.
PD

Equation 2 is simply the arc length formula of L -
a * r, where L is the arc length, a is the angle
under the arc and r is the radius.

Fig. 3 shows the angles involved in finding the
new tooth thickness after a grind back. Remember
the formula for arc length: L = a * r

where:
L = Arc Length
a = Central Angle in Radians Described by theArc
r = Radius to the Arc
Cutter manufacturers may define the side

clearance angle either at the pitch diameter or the
base diameter. If the SCA is defined at the pitch
diameter, it may be converted to an angle on the
base diameter.

Treating the SCA as a helix angle, we can use
the proportion below to express the SCA at the
base diameter.

Tan(SCA at BD) = Tan(SCA at PD) (3)
BD PD

Tan(SCA at BD) = BD * Tan(SCA at PD) (4)
PD

The proportion III Equation 3 was derived
from the formula for lead and the fact that the
lead is constant and only the diameter and helix
will change.

In cases where a cutter is designed to produce
a specific part, the outside diameter of the cutter is
determined so that the generated fillet or trochoid
does not come above the start of active profile
(SAP) or form diameter, based on the cutter hav-
ing normal cornering (Fig. 4). The minimum
diameter is designed to avoid excessive tip modi-
fication in the case of large gears or to avoid
excessive undercut when cutting low pressure
angle gears with small numbers of teeth ( Fig. 5).

Example: 6 DP;
Face Angle 8°; Involute Minus on
Cutter by .000217: * 3 = .00065".

Face angle 2°; Involute Plus on
Cutter by .00065".

I BD Lower Pressure Angle

I BD Original Involute

BD Higher Pressure Angle

Increased Face Angle-Lower Pressure Angle-Minus
Stock on Cutter Plus Stock on Gear at OD

Decreased Face Angle-Higher Pressure Angle-Plus Stock on CUl-
ter Minus Stock on Gear at OD.

Arc Length---. L = A * r ...-- Radius To The Arc

"' Central Angle in Radians
Described by the Arc

GB * Tan (SCA)

Tan(SCA)
Cos(PA)/PR

GB * Tan(SCA)
BR

Fig. 3 - Angles involved in finding the new tooth thickness after a grind back.

Types of Shaper Cutters
Disc Cutter. These are the common pancake- Nathan C. Ainsworth

is a senior cutter design
type blanks with a minimum extended hub. Sizes engineer with Fellows

normally run from 1" pitch diameter with a 112" Corporation, Springfield,

hole up to 8" or 9" with 4" holes for use on larg- VT. He has been at Fellows
for 16 years and has pre-er capacity gear shapers. Most gear shaper cutters
sented materials on shaper

for modern gear shapers are equipped with cutters at technical confer-

unaligned driving keys to prevent cutters from ences around the country.



Diameter to Start of
Cornering Cutter

.i->:

Trochoid to This Diarneter

<,
Diameter to Start of
Corne5 Cutter

Culler

Culler Does Not Produce
True Involute Form

Diameter

True Involute Form
Diameter and Height
of Trochoid --

Culler Work

Same Cutter Reduced 10 Hold True Involute Form

Fig. 4 - Cutter reduction to hold form diameter.

~5eDiameter

-~r

~work~

~ Involute Profile Of Work
Tooth Wiu Be Modified
Outside Of This Diameter

Fig. 5 - EXalDp.le oHip, modification and undercut,

dr
i

A Disc CutLer

B Deep Counterbore Cutler

!L l\
C Solid Dispo able CUller

Fig. 6- Typical blank. d.es.igns.
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slipping on the locating pilot under the higher
feeds being used. Hole sizes are generally limited
to 1/2", 3/4", 1 ", I. 1/4", I 3/4'" and.4". (See Fig. 6a).

Deep COttnteroore Cutters. These are disc
cutters with the addition of hubs to provide a
deeper counterbore to permit recessing of the cut-
ter holding nut Of screw throughout the life of the
cutter. Normally they are used forcuttinginternal
gears or shoulder gears. To minimize the overall
blank thickness of deep counteroore cutlers, it is
desirable to have available short-nosed adapters
and screw-type clamping screws (Fig. 61».

Taper SIUtn" Cutters. These are normally
used for cutting intemall gears. They can be man-
ufactured witb as few as 4 teeth and a pitch diam-
eter as small as .187S"'. The length of the shank
must be sufficient to cut the face width of the
part, plus.over-travel, plus any recess over the top
of the teeth, life of the cutter or any other thick-
ness of the fixture hold-downplate that may be
required. They are normally made in four taper
sizes (Fig. 7a & b ).

Solid D.isposables. These cutters aregenerally
used m high production applications where tool
sharpening and machine adjustment are eliminat-
ed, These cutters are of optimum design; that is,
the best possible design within the given gear
parameters. A curter adapter of the appropriate
diameter will add more rigidity to the cutter. This
type of shaper cutter can be used for bothhelical
and spur applications (Fig. 6c).

Shaping Internal Gears
In cutting internal teeth, conditions relating to

tooth profiles and tooth modifications occur
which are similarto those already described for
external gears. Obviously, there is no natural



undercut produced on internal work. Tip modifi-
cations are more prevalent on internal work due to
the wrap-around effect between the cutter and the
work (Fig. i).

Taper shank cutters are usually furnished when
the required pitch diameter is approximately 2" or
less. As previously mentioned, the length below
the taper must be long enough to cut the face
width of the part, but the resulting length below
taper versus the barrel diameter of the cutter may
produce a cutter that does not have sufficient
bending strength. These cutters will deflect, caus-
ing tapered work, excessive rub and. in extreme
cases, breakage. By adding flutes along the barrel
(Fig. 8), the beam strength has been improved
about 5()%. There are some cases when, due to the
small diameter and/or wide face width of the part
to be cut, there is no choice bUI.to make a cutter
that exceeds accepted deflection limits.

Most modern gear shapers are equipped to
make multi.pJe cuts at a high rotary feed, greatly
reducing the cutter force between cutter and work.
The last cut is generally taken at a normal rotary
feed, which gives the same finish and accuracy as
conventional cutting. This method is quite com-
man and win allow the cutting of splines that
require long and slender cutters.

Cutter rub is almost always present to some
degree when cutting internal gears. AU gear shap-
ing machines relieve either the cutter or the work
'all the return. stroke to avoid scuffing 'the cutting
edges during the return stroke and before starting
the next cutting stroke. The amount of relief
depends upon the make and type of machine.
When cutting some internal parts, a wrapping
effect of the internal part around the cutter results,
causing the cutter to interfere or rub with the inter-
nal teeth when it ispulled back to give cutting
edge relief. fig. 9 illustrates one type of cutter rub
called rough side rub or trailing side rub. 0

Ackn.owled,gement: First presented at the SME
Basic Gear Design and Manufacturing Clinic,
Feb 28-29; .1996, Livonia, MI. Reprinted with
permission.
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'\-~_ Height of FilIeJ

True Involute Form
Height of Fi1Ie~

A B

Modified ~
Diameter
Life

Amount Modified at LD. = .0008 Amount Modified at 1.0. = .0032

Radius to Height of Fillet Life = 5.30995
Radius to Modification Diameter Life 5.10066
Radius to Height of Fillet front = 5.29375
Radius to Modification Diameter From = 5.07039

Fig. 7 - Tip, Modilication: 618 DP 20° I'A internal gear.

!.. Length Used for
Strength Analysis£-t- j Q-

Barrel Diameter Insuffic len!

Weak Design-Insufficient Beam Strength

SectionAA A t... Same Culler as A with "Flutes" Added.
Beam Strength Increased 50%

Fig. S;- Effect or adding Outes to the' barrel ora taper shank eutter,

Interference (Rub)

Uncut Side
(Trailing)

Finished Side
(Leading)

g,tl
Common Center Line ;;c ~.

--I.-~ - - ~ ~ ---0,,--
I'. g. g.

Work Center Curter Center g ='

) Internal Work

Fig. 9 - Rough. or tralling side rub.
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mooLlt uniform motion. To compensate,
the tip of the tooth is gradually thinned
from half way up the addendum. This
modification is most useful in gears that
are highly loaded (for their material) and
is nOI. always requ:ired in pIa tic gears.

Elimination of Undeflcut.The teeth of
gears having a small number of teeth will

often be undercut at the root of the gear.
Thi will weaken the gear tremendously
and should be avoided in plasticgears,

Baltznced Circular Tootll T/,kkt,ess. 11
two gears in me h are designed a stan-
dard, then the gear with the smaller num-
ber of teeth (the pinion) win have teeth

that are thinner at the root than lite teeth

ofthe gear: The pinion will not be able to
transmit as much power as the gear could
carry and will be the weak link ill the
design. ~n order to optimize the load car-
rying capability of the gear set. the circu-
lar tooth thickness of the pinion should
be increased and the circular tooth thick-
ne s of the gear hould be decreased.

Two tooth form for plnstie gear thai
incorporate these modifications are the
POT tooth forms (Fig. 1) and the ISO
R53 Modified (Fig. 2). These tooth
forms are essentially the . arne. differing
only in nomenclature. The ISO form uses

the metric module. m, while the POT

Plastic Gear Design Basics

lastic gears are serious alterna-

rive tonaditional metal gears in a
wide variety of applications, The
use of plastic gears has expanded

from low-power; precision motion trans-
mission into more demanding power trans-
mission applications. As de igners pu h
I.helimits of acceptable plasticgear appli-
cations, more is learned about the behavior
of plastics in gearing and how to takie
advantage of their unique characteristics.

Plastic gears provide III number of
advantage over metal gears. Theyhave
les weight, lower inertia and are quieter

than metal. Plastic gears often require 110

lubrication or can be compounded with.
internal lubricants such as PIFE or iIi·
cone. Plastic gears usually have a lower
unit cost than metal gears and can be
designed with part cousolidation in mind
to incorporate other feature needed i.11an
as embly. The e gears are al o resistant to
many corrosive environments.

The use oflhennoplaslic materials, for

gears i hampered by a lack of established
loadcarryingand wear perfonnance data.
at least when compared to that available
for metal gears; nonetheles ,there are cer-
tain guideline. available for estimating

the technical. feasibslity of their use.
However. these guidelines have evolved
from equations originally worked out. for
metals and do, not take into account some

of the unique behavior found in thermo-
pla tic materi als.

This article win attempt Iro reveal
some of the important points thai must
be considered when using these eqna-
tions and techniques to evaluate thermo-
plastic gears. The focus will be on spur
gears; however. the basic points covered
can be extended to other types as well.

Plastic Gear Tooth Design
Hobs used to cut teeth in metal gears

are available off the shelf, and for cost.
reasons, designers of commercially cut

ILNP Engineeri'nUI PI'astics.I'nc.

gears seldom u e any other tooth forms.

Injection-moldedgears are not affected
by lite constraints of these standard hobs,
since special tooling must be used when

cutting the mold to compensate for
shrinkage. If ahob with a standard pres-

sure angle is used to cut a mold. a seri-
ous tooth profile error will result due to

the mold sh..rinkage of the material The
gear designer is therefore free '10 use a
variety of techniques to maximize the

performance of his gear. While a variety
of plastic gear tooth profiles are avail-
able, they all u e basic plastic design
techniques to optimize the design of the
gear tooth.

Full Fillet Tooth Itadius Modifi~a-

parts are undesirable since they act as

stre s risers. Using III full fillet radius
between two teeth. in a gear eliminates
these sharp corners and can reduce stress
by up to 20% or more. Full fillet radii
should be used in all plastic gears.

Tip .Relie/ Modification. When a
tooth deflects under load. it can get in the
way of the next oncoming tooth. This

happen in heavily loaded metal gears
and toa v.arying extent :in most plastic

gears. This type of interference can cause
noise. excessive weal' and a loss of

P = :Diametral Pitch
a= Addendum
p" Circular Pitch
h = Depth 01 straight portion

01 clede:ndum 10 lpoint 01
tangency with root radius

,0" Dedendum
20' '" Pressure Angle I

hI" Whole Depth
r, '" Root Radius

Fig.l - PGH tooth form.
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1m
2~

a::1m

P", Clematral Pitch
8" Addendum
p" Circular ,Pitch
h '" Depth 01straight portion

01 dedandum to point of
~gency wlfh root radius

b= Dedendum
20' = Pressure Angle
hI '" Whole Cepthr, :: RootRadius

Varialll. Wall Section' DI,gram

/--3

W,II Transition Design d
IMATERIA~;=:;:::=:2;;;~.7'",,;:,=:::===::;;'==!i
FLOWY_v' c;:::;J i

POOR

--T-
R, =O.5T
R2 '" 1.5T
(but > 0.5 mm)

Fig.3 - Wall transition design.

/-""'.----..I
R2 BETrE.R

Fig 4 - Recommended wailihickness
design
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tooth forms use diametral pitch, P. While
these forms are useful, they are by no
means the only forms available, Other
designs may be used to optimize a gear
et for its particular application.

When using Ibeselypes of moclfica-
tions, some adju tmem mu t be made to
lite equatioes for tooth bending stress
and allowable stress. If tooth thickness
ha been modified. the Lewis form fac-
tors for standard tooth thickness should
be multiplied by the ratio of the thick-
ness of the modified tooth to the thick-
ness of tile standard tooth,

Ove.raU Part Design
The modifications above apply to the

design of the gear tooth itself, but are
adaptations of basic plastic part design
guidelines. When designing any plastic
part, these rules must be taken into con-
sideration. Since plastic gear teeth will be
attached to some plastic part, the e rules
mu t al 0 apply to lite overall design.

One of the most. important features in
a good plastic design is the nominal
wall. The nominal wan i the feature
which gives the part its shape, The
thickness of thenominal waU wiUinflu-
ence the strength,. cost, weight and pre-
cision of the part. Typical injection
molding technique work best whenthe
nominal wall of the part i .in tbe range
of 0.030"-0.200" thick, Although there
is no uch thingas an average wall thick-
nes for an injection- molded plastic part,
'O.125"i5 a very common dimension. It is
alsovery important that changes in the
nominal wall should be held to lessthan
25% for low-shrink material and 15%
for high-shrink materials, If a more radi-
cal change i.1I.wan thickne s is needed, it
should be made in several steps (Fig, 3).
The biggest problem associated wi,th
large changes in waH thickness is that the
thicker sections will not cool. as quickly
as the thin sections and will therefore
shrink more. This can result in part
warpage and out-of-tolerance parts. One
wa.y to keep a uniform wall thickness is
to core the part equally from both sides.

When two walls meet in a plastic part.
and form a comer, there is a.potential for
stress concentrations and a reduction in
flow, By radiasing the inside comer,
stresses are spread out over a larger area.

Fig. 5 - Desiglll for ribs, bosses. gus·
sets and projections.
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By radiusingan out ide comer, you
improve the material flow path and main-
tain a nominal wall thickness. The gener-
al recommendation is, for inside 'corners
to be radiuseda minimum of 25,% and a
maximum of 75% of the nominal wall.
Larger ranij reduce stre S coneentration •
but the design trade-off is the resulting
thicksection of material When an inside
corner has a corre ponding outside cor-
ner, the outsid radius hould be sized to
maint in a 'uniform wall. If the in ide
radiu i 50% of the nominal wall thick-
ness, then the outside radius should be
150% (Fig. 4).

All but the simplest plastic parts have
projections of some 'type off the nominal
wall. These projections can come in the
form of reinforcing ribs, gussets and
bosse . The mOSI common projection i
the reinforcing rib. Reinforcing ribs are
generally added 10 a part 1.0 increase its
tili"ne flo coneol th flow of the melt

aero s 'the cav.ity. ln general, the height of
the rib should be no more than 21/1-3
times the thickness of the nominal wall.
Although a taller rib win increase the
stiffne of the pan, :it will be difficult to
moldproperJy. TaU rib are difficult to
fill, vent and eject For this reason it is
usually preferable to add two horter ribs
illl the place of one tall one.

The thicknes of a. rib hould be
approximately half that of the nominal
wall for high-shrink material and! 75%
of the wall in low- brink materials. This
will help control the shrinkage at the
juncti.on of the rib and wall Tile junction
should be radiu ed! a minimum of 25% of
the nominal, wan thickness. Lar:ger radii
will increase the thiekne of the junction
and create sink mar in the urface
opposite the reinforcing rib. When 1.1 ing
multiple ribbing. th ri,b hould be no
closer to each other than two times the
thickne s of the nominal. wall. Ribs
placed clo er together will be very diffi-
cult '10 cool and may result in a large
amount of mclded-in seess (Fig. 5).

Gear La. out
When de igninga gear to be molded

out of thermo plus tic material, it i impor-
tant to remember the basic plastic design
guidelines outlined above. The simplest
gear is the flal gear wi.th no rim or hub

TURN YO"UR'
"H3'IIIIJ, O'3Ht.t.

ARO',UN,D
WITH OUR COMPOSITE

GEAR'
ANAlYZER®

gated 'in the 'center. This gear will not
have .any differential shrinkage, ince it
has III ingle nominal wall with no
change inthickne s. These gears hould
not be more than 0.250" thick. and web
and hub design may become more prac-
tical if the gear i. over 0.180" thick,

When designing a plastic gear (hat has

a hub a:nd a rim. careful con ideration
must be given to the thiekne s of 'Ihe var-
Iou parts. Tooth thickne a:ndheigbt
have already been determmed bylbe

,P'C-2"O ICIGA®
A Proven Design with Todays'

Technology

requirements ofl.ooth _tr~nglh. The diffi-
culty lies in deciding which part of the
gear is the nominal Wall, and what .i . the
relation. hlp between that feature and the
other pans. Bach part of the gear should,
be designed to perform the de. ir d func-
tion wiihout forgetting the basic plastic
de ign guidelines. As with any design
guideline , compromise will und ubted-
Iy have to be made.

If the gear teeth are treated as a pro-
jection off a wall (the rim), the thieknes

A.I\II\L YZED RESULTS:
TOTAL COMPOSITE VARIATION

I1i' rv1A.XIMUMTOOTH TO TOOTH
COMPOSITE VARIATION
TEST RADIUS
RUNOUT
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Fig. 6 - Rim thickness in relation to web thickness.

Table 1 - Common Allowances lor Moisture

I

I
--

IMaterial Mlin/inJ
I

Acetal 0.0005
"-I Nvlon '6{S 0.0025

Nylon 6/6 + 30% glass fiber 0.0015
1-

P'olyc.arbonate 0.0005

- - --- -- --- - -

Formula For Increasing Center Distance

Tel + Tel I[ ( __ a-,1 N.:71_+_~,...,.-1N_2 a
H

)
1 2 + C I (T - 70)

2 - . IN, + N2

(
M1 N1 + M2 N2 ) I TIA, + TIR2+ - M + -.....:....---=--

NI + N2 H 2
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of the rim should be 11/4-3 times 'the

thickne s of 'the gear tooth (Fig. 6). The
web and. hub should be at least a thick: as
the rim. Since rno t gears are gated on
the web, the web could be made thicker

than the hub and rim for better filling.

Once again, the web should .IIOt be more
than ~1/4-), 'limes Ithickerthan rim and

hub. If the hub must be thick, tlle gear

bould be gated 011 the hub or
diaphragm-gated in the center. In all
cases. center diaphragm gates will pro-
vide the most even fill and are recom-
mended. Remember to radiusall inside
comers 50-75% of the wall thickness ..

Holes in the web should be avoided, as
they only serve to weaken the gear by
adding knit lines and inducing variable
areas ofl1iglt and low shrinkage in the rim.
which leads to diffi.cuIty oontrolling toler-

ances (Fig. 7a). Rib can also affect toler-

ances for the same reason and should be
avoided unless absolutely neces~ary. Ifrib
must be added. they should be added to
both sides of the gear, and they should not
be directly opposite each other (Fig. 7b) ..

As embf:ie
The four modifications to tandard

gear and basic thermopla tic pan design

guidelines outlined above will provide

stronger injection molded plastic gears,
However, the gears rnn t remainm mesh

at the proper points. When two gears are
brought into close me h,the distance
between their centers i half the sum of
their tandard pitch diamel.ers and is
referred to as the standard center dis-
tanee, Spur and .helicaI gears will operate

at a wide range ofcenter distances, and it
is rare that the be t operating center dis-
tance:i the' standard center distance.
Also, the gear designer mast compensate

for any environmental. condidons that
might. affect the center distance. If the
center distance between the gears is too

small. thermaland environmental effects
may cause the center distance to close in
and bind the gears ..

Factors which can affect I'he oper.ating
center distance of the gears include ther-
mal expan ion of' the gears, shafts and

housing, dimensional changes due to
moisture absorption, runoul in the bear-
ings used to locate the gears and tile
overall accuracy of the gears themselves.
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wall thickness and radii. Simply stacking
one gear on another will lead to thick
sections, unequal cooling and low 'ICIer·
ance. Fig. 8 haws tile difference
between a good design and one tha.ti .
too, thick,

In order La prevent 'the gear: from bind·
ing becau e of these change , it. may be
necessary to increase 'the center disrance,
Thi ' increase can be calculated with the
equation displayed on page 38,
where:

l!i~ = required increase in center di ~
ranee

T~, = maximum total compc ite tol-
erance in gear

C = close mesh center di lance
T = maximum operating tempera-

lure gears will see in OF
(l = coefficient of linear !hennal

expansion of the material
,(lnlinfOF)

M = expan ion du to moisture ab-
sorption of hub material (inJin)

TrR = maximum allowable runout of
bearing

The sub eripts 1. 2, and H refer to
gear J. gear 2 and the housing. The coef-
ficient of linear thermal expan ion can
usually be found an malerial data beets
provided by the material upplier. Ex-
pansion due to moisture absorption is not
r~di1y available and is not the same as
the rate of water absorption normally
reported on data sheets. If th gears in
question will not immediately be ex-
po ed to high humidity. the expan ion of
rna t plastic i minima] and maybe eff-
set by the light Jrrinkage of the pIa tic
thai ocCW'S a molded-in tre es relax
gradually over time.

For hygroscopic material, ucb as
nylon, ttl expan ion may be more
important Some common ,allowances are
shown in Table I. For maleri.a1s not
shown Gil this table, you can us the
:polycarbonale numbers for low moisture
material and the Nylon 6/6 number for
hygro copic material .

.Part ,Consolidation.
On of the rna t useful features of

thennopla tic ,injection molded gears is
the abiHty '10 consolidate a number 'Of
part into one multi·functianal de ign.
The imple I form af thi i molding the
gear haft and gear a . a ingle unit. It is
at overy common to mold two OJ!' more
pur or helical gears as a one-piece unit

called a compound gear. When molding
compound gears, it is important to
remember 'the rules concerning Ilomifla]

Gear 'Ii. ling
Plastic and metal gears fail. in the

arne ways if the gear material design
Limit. are exceeded. All new applications
should be prototype te ted near or at
operational conditions. The only way to
really know how a gear willperforrn is to
test a prototype molded gear.

Accelerated tests at speeds higber
than required of a given applic-atioll are

above the normal working temperature
may cau e rapid failure. whereas under
noma! operating conditions. the gear
may work welt 'fest conditions hould
always come as close to actual condi-
tions as po ible,

Gear Falun: Mechanisms.
.A.dhe ille 0,. "normal" wear. Thi

type of wear result from the intermittent
welding and tearing of small areas of the
opposing wear surfaces. If the welding is
at a microscopic level. 'then the re ult
will be !I normal uniform wear rate.
External lubrication of the gears works
to keep,llle surfaces separased andinhib-
it wear. PTFE compounded intc th ther-

often of no value. Increasing temperature moplastic acts U! a lubricant by forming

IKEGAI A'MERICA CORPORATION
2246 No!fh Palm r Drive. Suit ·1118

Sch_u.m.:bWIl'. Dll.noia 60173
TEL (847) 397·397D IFAX(847) 39M535

CIRCLE 124 on REA.DEA'REPLV C~RD

JULYIAUQUST 1&116 39
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a thin film on both the gear and its mate.
This PTFE tran fer film has low friction
and wear rate . [0 plastic-on-plastic gear
pairs, at least one of the gears should
contain PTFE. Using an external lubri-
cant with PTFE lubricated gears may not
give as good Eli result, since the grease
may act as a release agent and prevent
the formation of the transfer film.
However. since there is a period of
break-in. PTFE-Iubricated! gears will
have a higher wear rate while the trans-
fer layer forms. A Light external lubrica-
tion may slow the wear of the gear on
tart-up .if it doe not inhibit the forma-

lion of the layer.
In unlubricared plastic gears, failure at

the pitch line usually occurs due to
nonuniform or excessive wear. This kind
of wear increase frictional beat (softens
material) and increase the pitch line load
on a tooth with a reduced cross-section,
Thi u ual}y bend the tooth over at the
pitch line. resulting in tooth smearing or
complete breakage ..This may look like a
fatigue fa:illure, but it is reaUya wear fail-
ure. If a gear is well lubricated, then fric-
tional forces are reduced, which will
lower the heat build-up and wear.

In general, dissimilar materials wear
better than similar ones. However. this is

not always the case, and some sort of
wear testing hould be performed fol-
lowed by prototype testing of the gear
pair in question if the wear te t results
look acceptable. If a plastic gear is 1.0 be
run against a metal gear, the metal gear
face should have a finish of 12-15 uin.
for good wear resistance.

Abrarive. Abrasive wear takes place
whenever a hard particle is present
between the contact surfaces. This materi-
al may be wear debris from one of the
gears or dirt fromthe environment. This
Iype of wear may also be present if one of
the gears (1.1 uaUy metal)!tas a rougher-sur-
face than the other. The particle rust. pen-
etrate the material and then "plow" off
pieces of material fromlhe surface, Design
for abrasive wear should be avoided.

.P,iJti".g~Pitling is defined a a surface
fatigue failure that occurs when the
endurance limit of the material. is
exceeded. Gears under loadare ubject
to surface and subsurface tresses. If the
loads are high enough and the tress
cycles repeated often enough. area will

fatigue and fall from tile surface. The
area of the pitch Line receives the highest
stress and is most prone to pitting. Pitting
is fatigue related and is generallymde-
pendent. of lubrication. Pitting is rare :in

POOR DEIIGH:
I Ex_lYe and Ullevtll"t thickness

IRESULTS:
Sink ITIII"', ex_lve voids. long_L._ _ _.1.. molding eyeles, WL.".ge

GOOD DESIGN:
• Uniform .all thlclmn8
• Improved web placfinent
• Higher tOOl coal ofI'Ml by

procluctlon gains

,40 GE;'FI TECIiNOlO·GY

Fig. 8 - Recommended design ot compound gears.

plastic. but can occur, 'especially if the
system is well-lubricated (low wear),

Plastic Flow. Plastic flow iscaused
by high contact stresses and the rolling
and sliding action of tile mesh. It is 8. _ur-
face deformation resulting from the
yi.elding of the surface and subsurface
material Since pIa tic are in ulators
and have low melting temperature (com-
pared to metals) they tend to melt and
flow ill situation where metal gears
would score. III plastic gears, the initial
plastic flow is in the radial direction. It

may not be detrimental, as it may relieve
itself. However. in more severe cases,
the flow will be in the axial direction,
and tooth breakage will soon follow.
Plastic flow indicates that the operating
conditions are too severe and that failure
i not far away. Lubrication (intern a] and
external) can help prevent tm condition
by lowering the amount of heat generat-
ed by friction.

Fracture. racture i failure by tooth
breakage of a whole tooth. or at [east a
good part of it. This can be the resuh of
overloading (stall, impact) or from cycle
stressing (fatigue) of the tooth beyond
the endurance limit of the material
The etype of fracture generally occur
at. the root fillet and propagate along the
'base of'the tooth. Fractures in unlubrieat-
ed systems ar",e usuaUy due 10 overload.
Fractures high on the tooth are usually
wear related.

Thermal Cyclic fi'alJ'gue, Unlubricat-
ed and lubricated gears may fail due to
thermal cyclic fatigue, Tooth bendtng
stresses always result i some hysteresis
heating and ince plastics are such good
thermal insulators, thisresults in a materi-
a] opera ling temperature rise, This temper-
ature rise caa Il.ower the SIreQgitll of d1.e
material and cau e pitch line deformation
failure (tooth fold over). 0
Acknowledgement: This material was
taken from a longer work. "A Guide to
Pla.~tic Gearillg" by LNP Engineering
Plastics Co. Reprinted with permission.

TeU Us Wh .. You TIIink ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 215.

For more information about LPN Plastics,
lnc., please circl. 21&.
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The Re'd' Ring ,S'PIRALG'LIDE
Broach Bar In,c-reased OUI
Broa,chTo,ol Life By 400%

'''WhiWerecently helping us integrate a broach machine
into our existing operation, National Broach
informed us that the SPIRALGUDE broach

significantly extends tool life. Our conventional
broach bar ran about ~200 pulls per

sharpening ... Now, with the SPlRALGUDE
broach tool, we can do 5000 puns before

having the bar reground, That's a tool
life improvement of over 400%!~

Unlike our oldtool, SPIRALGUD.E
maintains a smooth, continuous

....."'fI!o""==== contact with
the workpiece.

As a result, it
virtually eliminates

the vibration and noise that our broach
operation produces. SPIRALGUDE is

far quieter than our previous broach
bar,and is so nearly vibration-free
that we didn't need isolation pads

on all of our nearby equipment.
And, because SPlRA.LGUDE cut

the heat produced during broaching,
our parts run cooler and have a

superior finish:"

Q Quieter Operation
Q Virtually Eliminates Vibration
Q Reduced Br,eakout and Exiting Burrs

COME :S,EEUS IIINTHE IGEAR PAVILION. AT IMTS.IBOOTIH #81-7489.

Bruce Jones
Sen/or M(llIlfjaclurlng Engineer.
.Borg Wa",~r. M.",cie, Indiana

The SPIRALGUDE broach offers a wide
range of advantages over conventional

broach tools ineluding.,

u Improved Tool Life
Q More Pieces Per Sharpening
Q Smooth Continuous Workpiece Contact

Shorter Lengths of Cut
For quality, reliability, and manufacturer

support, nothing beats the innovative
RED RING SPIRALGUDE broach tool

from National Broach.

INationa,l1 Broach" Machine Co'.
YourAnswer HJ'r Gear Manufacturing

1750'0'Twenty-Three Mile Road' Macomb, Michigan 480'44
Phone: 810'-263-0'100' . Fax: 81O-263~4571



_-------------PRODUICTINEWS------------ ...
Welcome to our Pr,oduet News pag.e'.
IH!ere we leat'ur,e' new products o'
in.eres.to the Igearand gear products
markets. TOIIg;etmore information ,on
Ihese items. pllease circle' the Reader
Servicel Number shown,.

IDigital Micrometers
B. C. Ames introduces a line of new

hand-held, digital micrometers with
floating-zero or absolute/preset mea-

suring modes and throat depths from
\-24", They have .305" high LCD

characters and are powered with either

zinc-air batteries or an AlC adapter,
Optional cables provide RS232 or

BCD outputs.

Send your new Iproduct releases to:
,G'ear Technology,
1401llunt Avenue•.
Elk Grove Viillage•.IL. 60007.
fax: 841-431-6618. Circle 228

Our G:ear' IDressingDiscs, G,ive
You Euro,pe'an Quality

Tired of holding up production of
your high quality gears while you
wait for overseas quality diamond
dressing discs? Wait no more.
Winter's premier quality diamond
dressing discs are manufactured right
here in America, in a state-of-the-art
facility in Travelers Rest,
South Carolina. That
means immediate access
to the world's fi nest
quality dressing discs for
your R,eishauer SPA,
Fassler DSA, Okamoto or
Csepel dressing units.

You won't have to go overseas when
your dressing discs need repair,
either. OUf sets of dressing discs
are offered two ways: sintered,
randomly distributed diamond,
or plated, single layer, randomly
distribu ted dia mond. We offe r

a full range of standard
modules and diametral
pitches. If you require
3' non-standard module
or a special tip
modification, we can
handle that, too. All in
record U.s.A. time.

~
U.S.A - South Carolina

Ernst Winter & Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 1006 • TravelersRest, SC29690

(864) 8344145 • FAX(864) 834-3730

CIRCLE 137 on READER REPLY CAiRD

Sevem Duty IBearing IGrease
Nye Lubricants recently introduced
Rheoplex 6000 HT. a new high-tempera-
ture synthetic grease designed to reduce

torque and extend the life of high- peed.
rolling element bearings in industrial
machinery A synthetic hydrocarbon for-

mulation. and cost-effective alternative lO

expensive t1uorinatedllubricant for high
temperanue applications. Rbeoplex 6000
HT resists melting attemperature as IUgh
a 260° C. It is available for immediate
delivery in one-pound jars and seven-and

35-pound pails.
Circle .229

flexible Flashliight Holder
Cederberg Industries introduces

the Rap-A-Lite™ flexible flashlight
holder for use with 112" or 3/4" diame-
ter Mag-Lite® or similar fla Wights. The

tool. holds flashlights in position with 3-
dimensional adjustability and is ideal
where extra light is needed :in tight or
awkward. places .. The flexible arm call
be twisted, coiled or draped to hold a
flashlight in various positions whjle

hands are free to work.
Ctrele 226

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please circle 235,
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.A fir,st"o'r IMrS! Explore the
Gear oenerstton pavilion

a'n'ld'shift into high,!
Woddwide, only a handful of companies
produce gear-making machinery.

But what a handful they are! So special-
ized" SOl efficient, that these few can supply
all the machines to turn out the millions of
gears, that make it possible for the modern
world to operate.

Now you can see their newest and best
in their own Pavilinn at IMTS 96 - the
vital world of gear-making all in one
place, If you make gears, Dr use them, you
and your team won't miss these fascinating
demonstrations.
Th.is one Pavilion is wo.rth the trip!

And that'sjust the beginnillg . '.. '
1.2 million ft2 ... , thousands of machine tools and everything that works with them. ,..
thousands of experts to help you make it better, faster, cheaper . . . the newest, most
advanced technology from 301nations ... systems. processes, cells .... computers, software.
controls .... Americas biggest, and onty;,complete manufacturing show.
You must see U to believe U!

Pbone 1.-800-FAB,.OOS· Ontsldethe U.S. 1-703-:89'3-2900
Get cvmplete info 00 the IntemetlWeb: hnp:llwww.imts.org

Use form in
brochllf8.
Orphone.
Or fif! in form
on Inlemef/Web.

International Manufacturin-,g Technelogy Show • 7901 Wes.tpark Drive, McLean,. VA 22102 USA
CJRCLE123 on READER :SEHVICE CARD

http://hnp:llwww.imts.org


Street Address _

Zip _

PRODUCTS OR SERVICES YOU SELL
Make selections from the list shewa Indicate any products or ser-
vices you sen that we have overlooked in tl:teblanks marked "Other."

NEW GEAR ~A'CHINE-S YOU MANUFA'CTURE
I:J Broaching Macaine: _I Keysealillg Machines
I:J Chamfering Machines !JI Lapping Machines
01 Debumng Machines I:JIMeasuri-ng Machine
a DM Machines a Shaping Machines

1Generating Machines !J Shaving Machines
!JI Grinding Machines !J Spline Rolling Machines
!J Heat Treating Equipment !J Testing Machines
!J Hobbing Machine!_ !J Turning Machine
!J Koning Machine !J Wonn, Milling Machines
!J In. pection Machines!JOlher _

EDUCATION & TRAINING
We are ,3 col1egeluniversity i:J We are a re earch institution
We provide a gear school i:J1 We are a trade association

DISTRIBUTOR FOR
(ompany Name)' _

SOFTWARE YOU SELL
i:J1Gear Design
i:J Gear Inspection

Olher _

GEAR TOOLING & ACC:ESSORIIESYOU SELL
- IAbrasive !JI Keyseal. Cutters
!J Broaching Tools CJ Lapping Compounds
- Iehamfering Tools !JILubricants! oolaots

Deburring Tools !JI Sbaper Cullers
EDM Tooling & Supplies !J Shaver Cutters

!J Form Grinding Wheels i:J Spline Gages
- Hobs !J Wonn Milling Cuue
Q Other _

GEAR MATERIALS YOU SELL
- i;J1 Powdered Metals

Q Stee.ls

GEARS YOU MANUFACTURE & SELL
!J Gearboxe ,Speed Reducers

& Enclo ell, Drive
!J Helical.
!J Herringbone

Hypoid
!J Internal

Plastic
o Powder Metal
!J Rack
!J Spiral Bevel
!J SplLnes
!J Spur
Q Straight Bevel
Q Worm

,GEAR SERV)'CES YOU SELL
01Con ulting QI Grinding
!JICryogenics QI Heat Treating
!JI Fault An..alysis Q Inspection
!J Gear Design !J Shot Peening
!J Gear Engineering !J Tooloating
_ Other _

FIXTURING& WORKHOLDING YOU SELL
Q Arbors MoolI.lar fixtures

Toolhold'ers

SIGN & RETURN

Type at print narnc of person ccmpleti ng form.
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(con.tin.ued/rom page 7.)
Finally, a word to OUI readers who. have not yet (and may

never) "go. digital" Even though we've joined the masses out

th.ere exploring cyberspace, dOIl"I. worry that you'll be left
behind. We're still committed to making the print version of

Gear Tedmo[ogy your mo t useful magazine resource. We'll
continue to bring you the most complete information about the

gear industry available the old fashioned way-onpaper.
Gear Technology has come a long way from the days when

an entire issue could be produced from one desk. Publishing.

like most other things, has become a lot :more complicated, but

it's also a lot more exciting. Our Web site i only the next step

in what's beginning to. look like a continual journey. Come 0.11

along with us, Take the plunge. So far, the water' fine,

Michael Goldstein
Publisher & Bditor-in-Chief

IHUUIU NEW DJ:llUI ."!PIUt

• JEr attractiVe prien
• jmaadjata daJivery tMlltble
• 18 different madell of Ihtpars. hobbers, .... '"

1toHra, grinders, hob lharpaners, and lnapecdon
equipment

y." ." IIItonl. IIfIW Wolf,..,I8IICIIJi

Model HS8-:8Bob

lModel GS2.0-5HS

lModel GH20-11
High Production

Gear Hobber
$41,995,

CIRCLE 111 on REA'DER ,SERVICE. CARD

JlJlYIAlJllUST 199fi ,45
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GEAR TOOLING

GEAR CUTTING TOOiLS I

"On the Shelf lnventory"
I

DlAMETRAL & MODULE
-HOSS

- SHAPER CUTTERS

1DP and finer I
I

Made to AGMA standard

SPECIAL MADE TO ORDER TOOLS I

-HOBS
- SHAPER CUTTERS
- SHAVING CUTTERS

• FORM RELIEVED INVOLUTE
MILLING CUTTERS

BARil ilNTERNAIIONAlCORPORAIION
3384 COMMERCIAL AVE.

'NORTHBROOK, IL USA 60062-1909
TEL: 647-272-812B FAX: 847-272·8210

CIRCLE 175 on, R.f.ADER REPLY CARD

-----------------

GEAR MANUFACTURING
II

AI:R'CRAFT/AEROSPACE I

MA.CHIINE: TOOt
GEARS - ·SPLlN,ES
SPUR - :HELICAL

IINT"ERNAl- E"XTERNAl
TO 24" DIA ..

OPEN RZ~300E TIME

CURV,IC® ICOUPlINGS
TOI36''' mA~ &: 360 TEETH

~O(iVll!
ENG:I'NiEERING COMPANY

1B40.AUSTINI,TROY. MI. 48083
P,HONE 810·689·9700 • 'FAX 810·689·028,11

C!IRCLE 190 'on IR.EADER: IREPLY 'CARD
- - -

J IEAT TREATING

MERIT GEAR
i HEAT TR'EAT
, 610 HUDSON ST ANTIGO WI 54409

Induction Hor,denlng
Tooth by Tooth N'ATCO

Ca.rburizingl
Ccl'bonlhiding
Stress IRelieving

Normalizing:
Annealing

Blasting & Straightening
Metallur'Qical Laboratory

11-800-75 ..MERn
Fax: 7115-627 ..2558,

'CIRCL'E 177 on READER REPLY CARD

Contour' Induction
IHardenin'gi ,Spec!ialists

Spur, helical and bevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 3 NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
GNG-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can tool to meet
a:ny production need. Call for a
company brochure.

American lMetal Treating Company
1043, East.·,62ndStreet I'
Cleveland, OH 44103 I

(216) 431-4492. 1

Fax: (2116) 4311-1508

USA: Mr. Tom Johnson
Phone: 602·275-3755

Fax: 602·244·9907

CIRCLE 1:74 on READER REPLY CARD

CUSTOM MADE.

,
~' SPIRAL&

'~ STRAIGHT
BEVI!L. GEARS

.Dia. 5 mm to' 850 mm.
·Module 0.5 to 20.
·Spiral bevel 'grlndlng.
'Custom made gearbo~es.
·Small batch quantity,
early delivery, economicall prices.

BEVEL GE.AFlS ClNDIA:) PVT; LTD.
54/2 Whitefield Road. Mahadevapura Post

Bangalore 5600-48 • India
Phone: 91-80·851075118511704

i=ax: 91·!m·851147615282387

CIRCLE.1911on READER: IREP,LY CARD'

HELP WANTED
- --

Company growth requires two
additional persons to installl and
repair rnachlnery, Applicants
should be able to read relay and
solid state electrical schematiCS,
have a strong electrical and elec-
tronics background and a strong
meehanieat aptitude. These are
senior level positions wllth: excel-
I'ent benefits. Travel is required.
Sendl or fax your resume to:
Koe,pfer America
635 Schneider iDrive
South Elgin,. It ,60177
Telephone: 847-931-4121
IFax: 847-931-4192

Rates-Line Classified: $35 per line, 8 lines per inch. $280. minimum. Classified Display (3" min.): lX-$565. 3X-$530,.,6X-$5OO.
Additional per inch: lX-$.l90. 3X-$lSO, 6X-$17o.. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at
no extra charge. Payment: Fal] payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisaIMasterCardlAmerica:n Express number and
expiration dale to Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 6000.9. Agency Commission: No agency commission on clas-
sified ads. Materials Deadrne: Ads must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acoeptance: Publisher
reserves tile rigllt to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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SERVICE I

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDINGI SIERVICES

• Cost 'effective Igear tooth grinding
specia,!ists

• G'aar manufacturers are' our ,only
eustemers

• Pmt,otype a,ndproduction quantities
• Capacity tal 21.51' Pc,[)" 3.51ID. P.
• 'Able to match delivery tOlvour

requirements
• Allservic:e tal AGMA standards with

Certified' Gear Inspection Equipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23IDick Road Depew. NV 14043

Phone (7116) 684·3811
IFax,m61,'&84·m 7

CIRCLE 180 Of! lI'lEADER REPLY CA_Rl)

GiEAR INSPE,C,TIONI
IUPGRAIDE,

If you are not usinq the latest IIBM
Icompatible "user-ftiendlj" IROTO·
SMART package for your ge,ar
testers, composite testers, lead
testers, red liners, and other inspsc-
tion systems, you need usl

With this service, which meets
AGMA standards, you will have the
tatest in 'g;eartechnology.

We' can also supply a new RC·400
Gear Inspection System.

Ca'll1·800·'B1s.-ROifOi
or Fax us al(513) 865-0656

ROTO·TECI:INOlOG,Y. INC.
351 IFameRoad, Dayton, OH

CIRCLE 118, on READER' REP,LY ,CARD

Le'COIUNIT EXPANIDllNGi
IM'ANIDREIL REPAJR

If your leGOUNT IExpand.in'9
Mandrels have been damaged
or are not within your required
specifications, return them tOI

us. We will repair or replace
them at a v,ery reasonable cost

ISERVICE

feUows and IlW mitmn recorders
We can replace your recorder
amplifiers with new, more durable
solid-state technology that per-
forms more accurately than OEM
equipment. Gear inspection is our
busfness, not a sideline.

Phone (708) 377'-2496
Fax (708) 377-2546
.. _ Manufact LIredG Gear&'.Gage, line.

IP.O. Box 7155
Elgin, IlL 60121

'CIRCLE 192 Of! REAl)ER REPLY C.6iRD

PFAUTER~MAAG
ICUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP

• HOB SHARPENING

• BA: G CUTTER GRINDING

.1tN ncx, &: TIALN
COATING SERVICES

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE

I PF~J~R-M.uG CUTTING TOOLS
. Windsor Road, '0. BM 29"
Loves Park, lL 6.1132-2950

Phone (815) 877·8900
Fax (815) 877-0264

CIRCLE 179 on READER' REPLY CARD

TO AD'VERTISE IN THE
CLASSIFIED PAGES
CALL PAT FLAM AT

847-437-6604 TODAY,

GEAR TECHNOLOGY

WE'RE ONLINE! CHECK US OUT!
www.geartechnology.com

CURRENT ISSUE II

NEXlISSUE II

TECH NICAl CAlENDAR II

.IDDENDUMI II

TO SUBSCftlB'E II

ARTICLE INDEX I
:1 E-MAIL I:

II ABDUl OUR ADVERTISERS II
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ADDENDUM ••• ..

Legos are one of the fundamental
teaching tools (building blocks,if you

will) used at PCS. "The reason we use

Legos is that they're very intuitive. and
they're very non-threateaing," Wright
says. "I can literally take a four-year-old

and have him build II gear train."
Wright has an internet site devoted

exclusively to Lego gears (www.pcsedu
.com/pcs/ceruers/boise/lego/gears.htm).
The site has descriptions of gear types,

pictures of Legogears and even a gear
ratio quiz.

Gears .Around the World (Wide Web)
Gear Technology's bimonthly aberration - gear tnvia, humor. weirdness and oddments for the edification and
amusement of our readers. Contributions are welcome .

.Mor,e Gears in Cyberspace,
Dial in to the web site of Chicago's

Museum of Science and Industry for an
online version of the museum's Gears
from the Century of Progress exhibit,

At www.msichicago.orgiexhibitlgear
you can see pictures of geared devices

with brief descriptions of their func-
tions-such as changing rotary motion to
straight-line motion. They even have ani-
mated movies of the gears in action.

The gears were originally part of the
Borg Warner exhibit at the Century of
Progress Exposition held in Chicago in
]933. BONUS: Those of YOIl going to
IMTS can visit the real-world exhibit in

Chicago, where you can tum cranks to
see the mechanisms in action.

M'omma'•.lDon't LetVour Babies IGrow
U,p til Be ICear Engineers

How de you teach. gear ratios to. a
four-year-old? Let him play with his

Legos®. Believe it or not, Lego makes
worm gears, racks, spur gears, crown
gears, bevel gears and two kinds of dif-
ferential housings.

The spur gears come in easy-to-
work-withconfigurations of 8, 16, 24

junior transmission designers, Lege
parts are manufactured to a tolerance of

+/- .005 rnm.
Addendum discovered Lege gears

through Richard Wright,. an instructor at
the PCS Centers for Enriched. Learning
in Boise, Idaho. PCS emphasizes hands-
on discovery and real-world application
of knowledge for the 450 students aged

4-18 enrolled in its four schools
Idaho, Washington and California.
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Really Big' IGears .•.
We Have A Winner

Lastissue we asked you to help us find

the world's biggest gears.Andjhe biggest

of the big gear stories comes from ...(drum

roll, please) ...RusseU G. Sbomperlen,

technical supervisor for draglines at.
Bucyrus-Erie, the company that manufac-

tured a 75-foot gear in 1966.
The l6S,ODO-Ib. gear is part. of the

Bucyrus-Erie Dragline 4250W. the
largest machine of its kind ever built.
The dragline is instilled at Central Ohio
Coal's Muskingum Mine in Cum-
berland. OH.

The gear is part of the third and final
reduction, also known as the "swing

rack," in the dragline. It has 336 teeth, a
diametral pitch of 0.375 and an outside

diameter of 75 feet. It meshes with 10
pinions that together deliver a torque of
].4 billion inch-pounds .. The gear was
manufactured and shipped in 24 seg-
ments, each weighing about 7,.000 lbs,

Can anyone top that?

See' Addendum on:line, ,at
'W'Ww.gearlech.flo/ogy.com

--

The Addendometer: If vouve I edt! tillS

fal 011 tile Pd\llJ dllci l!11lllyed It please
circle 225.
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IftCISS Optimization
There's more than one way to finish
spur and helical gears. Based on
your quality and noise requirements,
and your cost objectives, we'll help
you zero In on the best process
combination, matching our
advanced GNG shaving, grinding,
andlor honing machines with our
PHOENIX· hobbing technology.

How IHonIIg ICan Ilrnppove
QuaLity IIId Reduce ICOIt
The quality enhancement and
cost-saving possibilities of today's
GNe honing are worth exploring.
Honing is a hard finishing process
that utilizes a honing! tool in the form
of an internal gear to improve tooth
geometry and surface texture of
hardened gears.

CHICAGO-SEP'J1;MBER4,11.1_

GEAR PAVilLION
BOOTH #71701

The Gleason-Hurth ZH 250 GNG
Honing Machine combines easy-to-
understand operating software with
complete eNG process control.
All operating aspects are fully auto-
matic. Integrated partloadlu-nload
automation is optional.

iReducing
Ppooess
StePS
In some
cases, a
HoblHeat Treat! Hone sequence
can eliminate a previously-required
shaving operation while improving
quality. DependIng on stock removal
and quality requirements, honing can
potentially replace grinding, with
significant cost savings per gear.

Honing can also be added to
enhance shaving or grinding to
meet today's stricter quality and
noise requirements. We can help
you analyze your current methods
to determine if honing can be
productively applied.

Whether the solution
involves hobbing, shaving,
grinding or honing ...or any
combination ...we have the
proven technology, and
we back it with Gleason's

worldwide trainingl and! service
support.

Gall 1-800-643-2770 or your
Gleason regional sales manager~
The answer is "Yes."

The Gleason Works, 1000 UniverSity Ave., Rochester, NY 14692
716/473-1000 Fax.: 7161461-4348 Gleason
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